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Abstract 
Dahlin. B. 1991. Cradle t)pe multi-stem delirnber. Studrir Forertciiitr Suecrcm 185. 31pp. ISSN 
0039-31 50. ISBN 9 1-576-3493-1. 
Multi-stem delinibing devices ma! rationalise processing of small-sized trees. Different tqpes of 
delimbing device are reviewed. Some basic feat~lres  o f  cradle delimbin %ere studied experimen- 
t a l l )  for Scots pine iPinus s~lvesiris L.)  and Norila) spruce IPiceo t i h s  ( L i  ~ a r s t i  separate- 
I ) .  As standard for delimbing qualit).  the proportion of branches cut hhorter than a specified 
value is proposed. Acceptable delimbing qualit! was detinrd in the \tudq as 75 per cent of tlie 
branches cut shorter than 25 mni. Efficienc! was nlrasured as the time required to  achiexe the 
defined delimbing qualit!. Loss of steniwood mas mea5ured simultaneousl) with delimbing 
cffic~encq. The delinibing process follo\\ed a n  3 - s h a p e d  f u n c t ~ o n .  h 'hen a bunch of trees first 
enters the cradle. little de lmbing  takes place. A period of fa~r lq  r a p ~ d  deliniblng follo!vs. succeed- 
ed bq a period of decreasing efficiencq in the final atages. A c t h e  delimbing devtces. u ~ t h  a
momentum of their own. are more efficient than passive dev~ces .  The delimbing devices must have 
sharp edges for efficient delimbing of Norua! spruce. Rotors be re  the moat efficient of sekeral 
d e l ~ n i b ~ n g  delices tested. The design of the cradle ithelf. especiall) the inclination of the long- 
sides. was shown t o  be important in irnproling dclimbing effic~enc). The optinumi speed of the 
conveqor rotating the bunch nitliin tlie cradle u a s  found to  be ca l . S  m s - ' .  
Kc' word\: Delimbing. multi-stem. processing. machine. P i w s  yli,e.srris, Picea nhres. 
Bo Dahlin. Department of Operational Efficienc!. Suedish Uni\ersit> of .4gricultural Sciences. S- 
770 73 Garpenberg. Sacden .  
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Introduction 
Background 
Dehmblng-the r e m o ~ a l  of branches to m p r o \ e  the 
handllng character~st~cs of the mood and to allow 
fuller loadlng of transportmg dek~ces-IS one of the 
major operations In logglng In most forest reglons of 
the uorld Most forest lndustr~es are not capable of 
utllls~ng the nialn bq products of de l~n ib~ng  (branches 
needles and l e a ~ e s )  ln the lndustrlal process If utl- 
Ilsed. the niaterlal 1s malnl) used as fuel 
Saum~lls  generall! demand that branches be re- 
moved much closer to the stem than do pulp n ~ l l s .  
and usuallq re14 on smgle-stem debarking. uhlch 
makes use of rotatlng chlsels or k n ~ ~ e s  Most pulp 
m~lls  In Sueden emploq drum debarkers n h ~ c h  
tumble the stems agalnst each other as a nieansof 
renio\lng bark T h ~ s  process can better deal ~ ~ t h  
resldual branch stubs and associated bark Recent 
models of drum debarkers are. In general more capa- 
ble of coplng ulth branches and branch stubs De- 
llmblng IS theretore pnmanl) a requirement from the 
~ndustrq, the acceptable q u a l q  bemg determ~ned b!
the tqpe of mdustrq and b) the \+a> In v,hlch ~t 
handles the uood Mo5t pulp lndustr~es In Sueden 
are currentl! capable of utllls~ng u ~ t h o u t  major d~ffi- 
cultles. uood dehmbed to loaer  standards than those 
set man! jears ago 
A declme In the dlniens~ons of hdnested trees and 
In the piece-slze 1s expected ecpeclall! In dekeloped 
countries around the uorld In Sneden t h ~ s  1s because 
a hlgher proportion of thlnnlngs 1s used as ~ndustrlal 
furnlsh (Anon 1983) Elsen here the transltlon from 
natural and old-grouth stands to managed w o n d -  
grouth forejts IS the cause An dddltlondl cause 15 
Increased utlhsatlon of the stem, as the mlnmum 
top-dlanieter has decllned W h a t e ~ e r  the reason 
these changes ulll lead to products of loaer unlt 
\slue at the same or a hgher  cost To malntaln 
operatmg economj and competltlieness. futule har- 
lestlng systems must a11ou h~gher  p r o d u c t l ~ ~ t \  and 
e v h h t  less sensltl\ltq to tree dlmens~ons thdn those 
In use todaq Th15 IS especlall) true of delmibl~ig 
commonlq the most labour- lntens~~e and costl! oper- 
atlon In forest hanestlng Multl-stem technolog), 
offers a means of m p r o \ m g  both delmblng and 
wood-handllng efficlencq u h ~ l e  mlnlmlslng the In- 
fluence of tree slze on productnlt> 
The r a p ~ d  Increase In the cost of energq durlng the 
1970s brought about an Interest In utllls~ng forest 
res~dues, espec~allq those troni delmblng operatlonj. 
for fuel Seberal research prolects hd\e ~llummated 
the prospects and problems of utilising forest fuels 
(Anon..  19770: Andersson & Bjorheden. 1986: Hak- 
kila. 1989). Most have been concerned with the utili- 
sation of stems for pulping. sawtimber or other con- 
ventional forest products. and of branches. needles. 
leaves and bark for energ),. 
Whole-tree hanesting, that is, hanesting of all 
aboveground parts of the tree. has been de\,eloped. 
In Sweden. particular attention has been given to 
tree-section systems. Multi-stem delinibing. u ith cap- 
ture of the residues in a form suitable for fuel. is a 
vital part of such harvesting methods. The forest 
industry was first in utilising woody residues as fuel 
on a large scale. but recentl! district heating plants 
and other markets habe emerged for forest fuels. This 
has increased interest in full-tree and tree-section har- 
vesting. hence also in multi-stem delimbing. In 1986 
there were 18 multi-stem delimbing facilities operat- 
ing in Sweden (Jonsson. 1 9 8 6 ~ ) .  
The productivitj. of conventional delimbing is kery 
sensitive to tree diameter (Ager. 1967). A trend in 
modern industrial practice is to handle small pieces as 
a group or  batch, ro minimise the influence of indivi- 
dual piece-size. Bq delimbing several trees simultan- 
eously, the efficiency of the operation ma] be im- 
proved and the influence of tree dimensions reduced. 
Some single-sten1 delimbers can occasionally handle 
two or more trees at once. depending both upon the 
characteristics of the tree species being processed. 
and on the quality of delimbing required. This can be 
illustrated by the results of three studies. which came 
to contradictor conclusions. Bredberg. Liedholm & 
Moberg (1975) found the results to be poor. \+ hile the 
others found then1 satisfactorq (Lilleberg. 1987: 
Kuitto & Makela. 1988). Houever, the occasional 
handling of several stems by a single-stem deliniber 
does not eliminate the problems associated uith the 
great influence of tree diameter on productivity. 
Multi-stem delimbing methods 
Numerous multi-stem delimbers habe been construct- 
ed during the past 20 years. Delinibers can be classi- 
fied into four broad categories: 
1 Rake t)pe 
2 Flad t!pe 
3 Drum tjpe 
4 Cradle t!pe 
Multi-stem delmbers haie  been de~eloped In Scan- 
dinavia. the Soviet Union. North America. Australia 
and New Zealand. Differences in the types of de- 
limber that have been developed. reflect differences 
in forestry. Tree properties. such as branchiness. 
branch angle and brittleness. differ widely between 
tree species. and result in different development ap- 
proaches. Therefore. results obtained under different 
conditions can not easily be compared. 
Rake delimbers 
Rake delimbers use a scraping action to break off the 
limbs. They normally perform "rough" delimbing. 
i.e. some branches or  branch stubs remain.There are 
two main types of rake delimber: the first consists of a 
blade. usually mounted on a skidder. to scrape off the 
limbs. The most simple example is the ordinary skid- 
der blade. which operates by running the blade along 
the length of the tree. Improved versions equip the 
blade with grooves. or to design it like a rake. to 
allow it to conform better to the shape of stems (Fig. 
lu:  Seguin. 1979). 
The second rake delimber requires two devices: a 
skidder or winch and the delimber. The trees are 
pulled. pushed or winched through the delimber. The 
most simple example is a framefiork of iron bars. 
commonly known as a gate-delimber (Fig. lb: Gor- 
don. 1978). The trees are pushed by a skidder 
through the gate and then pulled back. As is the case 
with the first type of rake delimber. delimbing quality 
can be improved by making the delimber better con- 
form to tree shape (Taraldrud, 1972: Folkema. 1979). 
Many tropical and subtropical tree species have 
branches that tend to break close to the stem. This 
could favour survival in regions occasionally subject 
to verq strong winds. but would not be appropriate in 
snowy regions. The gate-delimber was developed to 
deal with such tree species. e.g. pines in the south- 
eastern USA. It should not follow the stem form. and 
works best if the bars of the gate meet the branches at 
some distance from the stem. High productivity and 
satisfactory delimbing quality can be achieved with a 
gate delimber under appropriate conditions. 
Flail delimbers 
A flail delimber commonly consists of a rotating 
drum with attachments. which is either moved along 
the trees or the trees are moved beneath the drum. As 
the trees pass the drum. branches are beaten or bro- 
Fig. I. Examples of d~fferent multi-ctem delimbers. 
( a )  Rake type. skidder blade attachment: (b) Rake type. gate-delinibel-: (c) Flail tqpe. towed chain Rail: (d )  Drum type. central 
processing installation. 
ken off by the attachments. The method is commonly 
referred to  as chain flail delimbing. because chain has 
proved to be one of the most robust and versatile 
attachments. 
This device has been considerably developed dur- 
ing the past twenty years. There are examples of 
small flail delimbers mounted on a tractor, (Fig. lc: 
Taylor, 1977; Anon.. 1978) towed (Anon., 19776) 
and even mounted on a boom (Anderson,  1979: 
Heiersdorf, 1980). These devices either drive along a 
bunch of trees lying on the ground or  move a boom 
along the portion of the bunch needing delimbing. 
There are also larger machines (Jonsson, 19866; Jons- 
son & NordCn, 1987) that feed trees through the 
delimber and utilise two drums, one above and one 
below the stems. to improve delimbing quality. 
Quality of delimbing varies with flail machines. 
Stubs are commonly left, which might require trim- 
ming after processing or, if the material is left in the 
flail long enough to remove even these stubs, consi- 
derable loss of fibre occurs. For certain tree species. 
as is mentioned in connexion with the gate-delimber, 
it might give an acceptable result. 
Drum delimbers 
Drum delimbing is essentially an extension of the 
drum debarking process, commonly used in forest 
industries. The logs are placed inside a rotating drum 
and delimbing depends upon the rotation of the 
drum. Friction from pieces tumbling against each 
other and against the interior of the drum, causes 
delimbing. 
There is extensive experience of using drums from 
the drum debarkers. A study has been made of de- 
limbing in a debarking drum. with quite good results 
(Brattberg, 1977). Modifications and improvements 
have been incorporated in other machines. Common- 
ly, these involve adding fixed or powered delimbing 
knives o r  devices to the drum's interior. A number of 
drum delimbers has been constructed since, most of 
them large, stationary units (Fig. Id; Ronstrom, 1984; 
Johansson, 1984; Jonsson & Norden, 1986), but a 
mobile unit also exists (Wrobelski, 1984; NordCn, 
1987). 
Cradle delimbers 
The main difference between drum and cradle de- 
limbers is that in the cradle delimber, the outer shell 
remains stationary and material is rotated within it 
by chains, screws or  other feed devices. The fact that 
the outer shell of the cradle is open-topped and sta- 
tionary, both allows the construction of smaller units 
and permits the mounting of various delimbing de- 
vices in the belly of the cradle. 
One of the first cradle delimbers was "Skruven" 
("the Screw"), built by Kockums (Fig. 2a; Rydin & 
~ s t e r b l o m ,  1969; Bredberg et al., 1975). It was made 
in two versions, the one built on an offroad vehicle to  
operate in the stand, the other built on a trailer to  
operate on the landing. The few machines built were 
used well into the 1980s with rather good results 
(Svensson, 1984). The delimbing devices were rollers. 
or rather augers, with knives welded at right-angles to 
the edge of the flys placed in the belly of the machine. 
Tumbling was achieved by another kind of auger, 
placed at right-angles to the logs. forcing the stems to 
tumble. 
In the USSR a delimber, MSG-1 ("the Bear"). was 
constructed in the 1960s (Fig. 2b; Almqvist & 0ster- 
blom, 1971: Bredberg et al., 1975). Tumbling was 
accomplished by conveyors in one long-side and the 
delimbing devices were fixed knives. Apparently. de- 
velopment has continued, since studies of a similar 
machine, but with delimbing devices like the ones of 
"Skruven", have been reported (Krasilnikov & Petru- 
chin, 1986). A machine similar to  "the Bear" was 
constructed in Finland, mounted on a trailer (Bred- 
berg et al., 1975). The machine, called the "Delimb- 
ing trailer", was intended to delimb stems while tran- 
sporting them to the landing. 
In Sweden, a prototype similar to  "the Bear" was 
constructed. The machine, "the Trough" (Fig. 2c: 
Bredberg et al., 1979,  had fixed knives for cutting off 
branches. From the experiences of "the Trough" a 
commercial delimber was built by Hydrovig and 
later by AC Invest, which combined the design of 
"the Trough" with rollers as delimbing devices (Fig. 
2d; Scherman & NordCn, 1983: Sandstrom, 1984). 
OSA AB, the Swedish manufacturer of forest ma- 
chines. built a prototype in which delimbing takes 
place in a small cradle, above the load of a forwarder 
(Fig. 2e; Forslund, 1985). As with the Finnish "De- 
limbing trailer". delimbing is carried out during tran- 
sport, thus taking little o r  no extra time. In contrast 
to the Delimbing trailer, the functions delimbing and 
transport are separated. When logs have been de- 
limbed they are released onto the trailer. On the first 
prototype, the logs were tumbled by arms, which 
threw the logs toward the delimbing devices, open 
rollers with teeth. 
As illustrated above, cradle delimbers may be used 
for delimbing in the forest, during transport, at the 
landing, at terminals o r  at the mill. The flat and 
stationary inner surfaces may be used for mounting 
other active delimbing devices, which can improve 
the delimbing quality achieved by tumbling. Conse- 
F l y  2 Elamples  of crddle t l p e  delimbers 
( d )  The Bear SoIiet delimber ( b )  Skrulen ( c )  The Trough. protothpe. (d )  AC Inles t  bunch dellmber. ( e l  OSA foruarder-  
del~rnber  protothpe 
quently. the delinlbing time may be reduced. Thus. 
cradle delimbers may be used where mobile and com- 
pact bunch delimbing systems are required. All the 
cradle delimbers mentioned are batch machines. A 
bunch of logs is put into the machine. processed and 
taken out. before more logs can be added. Continu- 
ous-feed machines could be constructed. with the 
adcantage that by increasmg the machine's length 
and feed-rate. higher product i~ ity could be achieved. 
Hornever, these machines sacrifice mobility and in- 
crease size and capital cost. 
Since machmes of the same type differ greatly. it is 
difficult to be specific about productivity or cost for 
different delimbers. For correct evaluation of delimb- 
ing. the entire system has to be considered. The Nor- 
wegian rake delimber "Rispekvisteren" (Taraldrud. 
1972) may serve as an example. The delimber alone 
could probablj be built at a fairly low cost. But to 
perform the delimbing. a skidder with chokers has to  
be used and additional trimming by chain saw ma) be 
needed. Poor quality delimbing ma!, cause extra costs 
for transport as well as for handling and debarking at 
the industry: the size of rnhich costs will depend on 
the conditions. Likewise. production depends on di- 
mensions and delimbing quality. By building a lar- 
ger-or longer-delimber. it is often possible to in- 
crease productivity. but the investment cost will in- 
crease as well and so will the requirement of machines 
and space in conjunction with delimbing. For most 
multi-stem delimbers. productivity is dependent on 
the required quality of delimbing. The better the 
quality. the longer is the processing time. hence pro- 
ductivity decreases (Bredberg et al.. 1975: Anderson. 
1979). The tree species. the topography of the forest. 
the tradition of forest harvesting, and the characteris- 
tics of the market are other items that influence the 
adoption of a system and determine its capacity. 
The influence of tree dimension on productivity 
differs for different types of delimber. Dahlin (1989) 
indicates that the relation between production capa- 
citj and tree dimensions may be as follows: 
1. Production capacity is proportional t o  the square 
of tree diameter 
2. Production capacitj is proportional to tree dia- 
meter 
3. Production capacity is not influenced by tree dia- 
meter 
Rake delimbers are of little interest under Swedish 
conditions. since few industries can accept logs with 
the poor delimbing quality resulting from most rake 
delimbers. It is noteworthy that the more the knives 
are adapted to the shape of stems, the more the 
relation between production capaci t~ and stem dia- 
meter approaches relation l aboke (Dahlin. 1989). 
However, one use of rake delimbers in Nordic condi- 
tions might be for 'rough' delimbing. to remohe the 
small branches and needles in the forest. This uould 
minimise the nutrient removal associated with whole 
tree harvesting, and could perhaps simplify final de- 
limbing, which could be done at the landing or the 
terminal. 
Flail delimbers suffer from some of the problems of 
rake delimbers. i.e. poor delimbing quality. and they 
may also excessively damage stems. Considerable 
work is going on with flail delimbers. and these prob- 
lems may be solved. Flail delimbers, being more rea- 
dily adaptable to Nordic conditions. are of greater 
interest than are rake delimbers. 
Most rake and flail delimbers from North America 
and Australia and New Zealand are intended for 
systems and handling quite different from those in 
Scandinavia. in that delimbing residue is usuall! not 
utilised. These systems are normally "hot". i.e. fell- 
ing. extraction delimbing and transport to industry. 
are very interdependent. Harvesting operations are 
not generally carried out in this a a y  in Scandinavia. 
and the implementation of such integrated systems 
would probably be difficult. The Bruks flail delimber 
(Jonsson. 1986h) can be considered as an adaptation 
of the technology to Nordic conditions. 
Relation 3 above is mainly applicable to drum and 
cradle delimbers. Thus. these are less affected by the 
size of the tree and are suitable for processing small- 
diameter logs. Drums have the advantage that they 
can be made very large, hence achieize high producti- 
vity. However, the shape of the drum makes compact 
construction difficult. The moblle delimbing drum b! 
Cabro (Wrobelski, 1984: Norden. 1987) is interesting. 
since it combines the drum ui th active delimbing 
devices. 
The flat inner surfaces of the cradle delimber facili- 
tate the use of active delimbing de\,ices. It is most 
interesting for mobile. semi-mobile and smaller sta- 
tionary applications. A continuous-feed construction 
could also be suitable for larger industrial applica- 
tions. As may be seen above there are various solu- 
tions for the design and placement of delimbing de- 
vices. how the stems are set in motion, the design of 
the cradle. etc. The cradle type allows great freedom 
to consider different aspects and conditions. 
Of the drum and cradle delimbers. drums have the 
greater volume. Cradle delimbers can be constructed 
more freely and flexibly to suit different conditions 
and constraints. such as working site. mobility, size. 
Most of the studies of cradle delimbers. e.g. studies 
of '5kruven" (Rj,din & Osterblom. 1969: Bredberg et 
al.. 1975). "the Trough" (Bredberg et al.. 1975) and 
the AC-Invest bunch delimber (Scherman & Norden. 
19831, have dealt with the performance of specific 
existing designs or prototypes. Very little information 
on cradle shape, on the delimbing devices that could 
be used. and on conveyor speed and machine perfor- 
mance. was available when this study began. 
Objectives 
Acceptance of multiple stem harvesting systems has 
increased, both because of the decrease in tree size 
mentioned earlier. and the mechanical capability of 
harvesting equipment. Conditions in the Nordic 
countries. with the interest of the forest industry in 
cut-to-length systems, makes the cradle delimber a 
particularly appropriate multi-stem processing unit. 
The primary aims of this report are to describe. 
analyse and evaluate multi-stem delimbing of small- 
sized trees ~ i t h  a cradle-type multi-stem delimber. 
with respect to  delimbing quality. loss of stemwood 
and efficiency.to a ~ d  the development of more effi- 
cient cradle delimbers. The following secondary aims 
may be defined: 
to analyse the delimbing process. 
to stud! differences between tree species. 
to compare different types of delimbing devices. 
to study the influence of the design of the cradle, 
0 to study the influence of the speed of the con- 
veyor. 
Materials and Methods 
Experimental rig 
Previous work indicated that the trough was one of 
the more efficient cradle delimbers. This fact, cou- 
pled with the availability of staff experienced in the 
construction and evaluation of "the Trough" (Bred- 
berg et al.. 1975). implies the adoption of this basic 
design for the test rig (Fig. 3). The design used was 
Fig. 3. Design of the experimental rig and  its various parts.  
( a )  conve!or. chain with lugs: (b) returning arms: (c)  delimb- 
mg devices 
more flexible than that of the earlier machine. It is 
longer and is provided with points for attaching ac- 
tive delimbing devices. In addition, the external 
structure of the device was open, to make it possible 
to study variables of interest. The rig was made to 
allow the angle of inclination of both of the long- 
sides to  be changed. and a variable speed drive for the 
conveyor was included. 
Originally. the rig was built with one of the short- 
sides open. to allow a good vie& of delimbing. How- 
ever, during test runs logs stuck fast, broke and were 
thrown out of the cradle. The inner surfaces were 
therefore covered ~ + i t h  steel plates. It was concluded 
that the inner surfaces of a cradle should be as even as 
possible. although some openings must be left. to 
permit the cut-off branches to leave it. 
To keep the logs properly aligned. they should be 
as long as possible. Conversely, the extraction and 
handling of long logs with branches. is difficult. The 
length of the cradle is 4.9 m. chosen as a compromise 
between these factors. The bottom of the cradle is 
0.65 m wide and has an inclination of 15" from the 
horizontal plane. The height of the short sides is 1.73 
m above the bottom. The five returning arms. which 
are 0.48 m long. are placed 1.45 m above the bottom 
in the conveyor long-side. and have an angle relative 
to the conveyor long-side of 13 lo. The conveyor con- 
sists of five chains. On each chain lugs 0.15 m long 
are mounted. The distance between two lugs on one 
chain is 0.60 m. 
As a source of power. a diesel engine of 105 kW 
(DIN) was used. The engine Mas run at 1600 rlmin. 
and drake t h o  hydraulic pumps. One of the pumps. 
with variable displacement. drove a hydraulic motor 
(displacement 929 cm3/r) connected to the conveyor. 
The speed of the conveyor was determined by the 
displacement of the pump. which was varied between 
17 and 67 cnlqr in the study. The other pump. nith a 
displacement of 105 cm3/r, drove the hydraulic mo- 
tors connected to the delimbing devices. Each active 
device had a separate hydraulic motor with a displa- 
cement of 39 cm3/r and a torque of 108 Nm. 
Delimbing devices 
Four different delimbing devices were studied: fixed 
knives. open rollers, closed rollers and rotors. The 
open rollers and rotors here modified. so two ver- 
sions of each were studied. 
The delimbing devices in the study represent differ- 
ent principles regarding design and function. The 
fixed knives depend on the movement and force of 
the logs to cut and break off the branches. while 
rollers and rotors are actively driven. Fixed knives 
and rollers have previously been used in construc- 
tions of cradle delimbers. while rotors are a new 
concept in this context. Existing constructions have 
served as the basis for the fixed knives and the two 
roller types. The fundamental difference between 
rollers and rotors is the rotation. The rotation of a 
roller is axial. while that of a rotor is radial. 
The speed of rotation of the delimbing devices was 
in all cases approximatelj 700 rlmin or 12 rls. This 
was as fast as the construction safely permitted. 
The delimbing devices were mounted into frames 
fitting into spaces provided between the conveyor 
chains on the active long-side of the trough. The 
experimental rig demonstrated that performance of 
the active devices was best if they were placed as near 
the bottom of the trough as possible. The edges of all 
delimbing devices here allowed to extend 5 mm 
above the conveyor. to give an aggressive delimbing 
action while keeping stem damage within acceptable 
bounds. Damage is minimised when the devices are 
level with or below the level of the conveyor chains. 
However. delimbing quality decreases. Extending the 
delimbing devices more than 5 mm beyond chains. 
results in very aggressive delimbing, but also caused 
the devices to remove part of the surface of the bole. 
The devices also tend to push logs off the lugs. result- 
ing in less efficient delimbing. 
Resources permitted construction of only two de- 
vices of each type. with the exception of the large 
diameter rotor. which was made in four replicates. 
The two test devices were mounted in the two centre 
openings in the cradle. where they would be most 
efficient: since positions were symmetrical to the 
centre of the bole. stem orientation would not bias 
the results (see p. 15). 
Fixed knives 
The fixed knives are designed similarly to the knibes 
used in the earlier prototype "the Trough" (Bredberg 
et al. .  1975). The knives were made of 10 mni thick 
steel plate with sharpened teeth. spaced 62 mni apart 
and with depth 50 mm. The effective cutting width of 
each knife was 0.88 m (Fig. 4). 
Fig. 4. Fixed knife. delimbing de\ice 
Open rollers-teeth 
The open rollers (Fig. 5) are similar to those used on 
the OSA forwarder-delimber prototype (Forslund. 
1985). The device is called the open roller because less 
than one quarter of the circumference of the cylinder 
behind each knife is closed. This construction results 
in a very lightweight tool. which was important when 
the rollers were mounted high on a fornarder. The 
diameter of each roller is 302 mm, with two diametri- 
cally opposed knives provided with teeth 60 mm 
apart and cut to a depth of 39 mm. The teeth were 
not sharpened. since the operating motion was ex- 
Fig. J. Open rollers-teeth. delimbing device 
pected to wedge the branches between the teeth. then 
tear them off the stem. 
Two of the open rollers were paired within a single 
frame. The lower roller was driven by a hydraulic 
motor and connected to the upper roller by a chain 
drive. The construction permitted both rollers to be 
operated or ,  by simply removing the chain, one ac- 
tive and one passive roller could be utilised for a test. 
The delimbing width for each roller was 570 mm. but 
because they were not exactly in line. the effective 
working width for a pair of rollers was 590 mm. 
Open rollers-sharp edges 
During the study of the open rollers. there was inter- 
est in comparing them with similar rollers, but with 
sharp edges. The teeth of the open rollers were there- 
fore cut off. and sharp edges were made (Fig. 6). No 
other changes were made. so the same specifications 
are valid (see p. 15). 
Closed rollers 
The closed rollers are copies of the devices used in the 
AC-Invest bunch delimber (Scherman & Norden. 
1983). Two knives were mounted diametricall! oppo- 
site each other. on a steel roller. 283 mm in diameter. 
The knives were 12 mm thick and had an edge angle 
of 55'. The edge extended outward from the surface 
of the roller for a distance of 19 mm. Ridges or bars. 
18 mm high. were attached to the surface of the roller 
at 90 degrees from the cutting edges of knives and 290 
mm apart. to minimise damage to the stem as it 
passed by the delimbing device. The rollers could not 
be made to full length. i.e. the width of the frame, as 
Fig. 6. Open rollers-sharp edges. delimbmg device 
space had to be provided for the hjdraulic motor. 
The effective cutting width of each of the closed 
rollers was 640 mm (Fig. 7 ) .  
iL 
F1g. 7. Closed roller. delimbing dev~ce. 
_I 
The AC-Invest bunch delimber also features an- 
other model of roller ~ i t h  rectangular steel profiles 
instead of knives. According to the manufacturer. 
those are primarily for debarking and are considered 
to be less effecthe for delimbing. For the present 
stud!,. those rollers are of less interest than those uith 
knives. 
Rotors 
The function of the rotors used for delimbing is simi- 
lar to that of a lawn-mower. Two knives are attached 
to a disk. As the knives can rotate on the pivot. they 
can retract when exposed to abnormal forces. to pre- 
vent damage to the stems or to  the knives themselves. 
The edges of the knives were ground to angle of 
60". This is greater than the maximum favourable 
cutting angle for shearing wood (Nurek. 1984). but 
was a reasonable compromise between shearing capa- 
bility and safety. There would be an obvious hazard 
if a part of the edge was broken off and flung away at 
almost 30 rn.s-l. 
The length of the knives was determined by the 
working diameter of the disk (the distance between 
the two pivot points). The distance from the centre 
point of the pivot to the end of the knife must be 
slightly less than one half the working diameter of the 
disk, o r  the knives will strike each other if they are 
thrown back towards the disk centre. 
Two rotors were made, viz. a small rotor, with 
essentially the same effective cutting width as the 
open and closed rollers discussed earlier. and a large 
rotor to take full advantage of the spacing between 
the conveyor chains. The small rotor had a total 
working diameter of 572 mm (distance between the 
tips of the knives in a radial direction). The disk used 
to mount the knives had a diameter of 355 mm and a 
weight of 11.3 kg. The knives were attached 155 mm 
from the centre of the disk and each knife was 165 
mm. The distance between the pivot point and the 
end top of the knife was 131 mm. allowing 110 mm of 
the knife to extend beyond the disk when in the radial 
position. This part of the knife actually cuts the 
branches. The weight of one knife is 1.3 kg. 
The large rotors had a total diameter of 764 mm. 
with the knives radially extended (Fig. 91. The dia- 
meter of the disk in this case was 460 mm and the 
weight 24.1 kg. The distance between the centre of 
the disk and the centre of the pivot point for a knife 
a a s  195 mm and the knives were pivoted 187 mm 
from the working tip. Therefore. 152 mm extended 
beyond the disk radially. Each knife was 221 mm long 
and neighed 1.8 kg. For both rotors the disks acted as 
flywheels. the speed of rotation not being appreciably 
affected by the delimbing forces exerted on the 
knives. 
Fig. 8. Rotor-small diameter. delimbing device 
Fig. 9. Rotor-large diameter. delimbing device 
Wood data 
Multi-stem delimbers are primarily intended for trees 
and logs of small dimensions. Therefore. the trees for 
this work were taken from first thinnings. 
Two tree species are represented in the study. Scots 
pine (Pinus sylvestris L.)  and Norway spruce (Picea 
abies (L.) Karst). These are the dominant species in 
the forests of the Nordic countries, and the ones of 
greatest economic importance. 
The delimber was tested at Garpenberg, central 
Sweden (lat. 60"N. long. 16"E). trees for the test 
being selected from neighbouring stands. An attempt 
was made to maintain the properties of the trees and 
of the stands as constant as possible between trials. 
The Scots pines were taken from a 34-year-old stand. 
with an average yield class of about 6 m3 per ha per 
year. The spruces were taken from a 32-year-old 
stand. with an average yield class of 8 m3 per ha per 
year. The stands were representative of the average 
type selected for first thinnings in that region of Swe- 
den (Svensson & Braide. 1987). Some characteristic 
data of trees and logs are shown in Table 1.  
Evaluation criteria 
A number of criteria may be used to evaluate delimb- 
ing. These could include ergonomic factors. such as 
noise level, working conditions. monotony and other 
such influences. Ergonomic factors were little consi- 
dered in this case, as the machine constructed was a 
test rig. However, this aspect must be carefully consi- 
dered by a manufacturer. A manufacturer might also 
be interested in adapting the delimbing device to a 
variety of base machines. and to durability and 
power requirements. This study, however. addressed 
more fundamental questions. The evaluation criteria 
chosen for this work are three: delimbing quality. loss 
of stemwood. and efficiency. These three criteria are 
related, as discussed below (p. 25). Efficiency can be 
considered to be the main criterion of evaluation, as 
it determines the potential for the commercial deve- 
lopment of a technique. 
Data collection 
The routine for preparing. measuring and delimbing 
the trees in this work is shown schematically in Fig. 
10. In the forest the trees were felled. bucked and 
Delimbing 
nterruption 
Fig. 10. Scheme of measuring and delimbing. 
marked manually The trees Mere bucked Into ap- 
proximately 4.5 m long logs. nlth the evceptlon of 
Table 1. Data for trees ar~d logs per bunch, tneutz \ d u e s  and ~tanrkrrd d e v m t m  
Scots plne horbdq spruce 
Mean Std d e ~  Mean Std d e ~  
No, of trees per bunch 22 5 12 1 
DBH. mni 93 14 103 7 
No. of logs per bunch 35 4 2 j 2 
Length of logs. ni 4.3 0.1 4.1 0.2 
Volume stem-wood per bunch. m' 0.77 0. 18 0.63 0.14 
Stem-wood 4 cm. R 8.2 4.2 - i .- ? 2.1 
the top. which in most cases was shorter. If the top 
was less than 2.0 m it was rejected. Log length was set 
at 4.5 m. because test runs had shonn that shorter 
logs mould more often become disaligned and cause 
trouble. Logs 4.5 m long were judged to be the lon- 
gest that could be handled in the 4.9 m cradle. Since 
logs in a bunch do not always stack with the ends in a 
line. problems in loading the cradle could still arise. 
These problems had to be solved manually. 
The logs were marked to be able to identify all logs 
from the same tree. and to separate the logs from 
each other during interruptions in delimbing. All logs 
from several trees were united in the same bunch. In 
this way. it is possible to correlate the results with 
tree-data. Bucked trees were carried by a forwarder 
to the delimber. To prevent storage and drying from 
influencing the results. the time between felling and 
delimbing was kept as short as possible. In most cases 
it was less than one week. The number of trees in each 
bunch was chosen so that the bunch filled the cradle. 
The logs were measured before and during delimb- 
ing. For the first bunches. delimbing was interrupted 
at one-minute intervals. The logs were removed from 
the cradle, measured and replaced. After several 
bunches. the number of interruptions could be some- 
what reduced. e.g. if from experience, the total pro- 
cessing time could be expected to be about five min- 
utes. the first pause could be made after three min- 
utes instead of after the first minute. Delimbing was 
halted when more than 75 per cent of the branches 
cut were shorter than 25 mm. The definition of accep- 
table delimbing quality is discussed below (p.  13). 
Meusurenzents-all logs 
Before delimbing, the length of log and diameter at 
both ends were recorded for all logs. To reduce the 
effect of butt swell. diameter \bas measured 0.2  m 
from the end. For every butt log. DBH (diameter at 
breast-height). crown height and green-cromn height 
were recorded. During interruptions in delimbing. 
the loss of stemwood L\as estimated for all logs. The 
volume of each log was calculated from the two mea- 
sured diameters. assuming the shape to be similar to 
the frustum of a cone. 
Meusurenzents-sample logs 
Two trees in each bunch were chosen as sample trees. 
However. sampling was limited to trees giving exactly 
two logs. Among these trees a randomised sample 
was taken. Sampling was limited to two-log-trees 
mainly to obtain a more homogeneous material. 
Sample trees consequently had a larger DBH than the 
average tree (cf. Tables 1 and 2 ) .  
The logs from the sampled trees. here called sam- 
ple logs. were measured and recorded more thor- 
oughly than the others. On each sample log four 
measurement sections were marked, or as many as 
possible if the log was not of full length. Each section 
was 0.50 metre long and the distance between two 
sections was also 0.50 m. The first section started 
0.70 m from the end with the largest diameter. The 
sections were designed in this way to ensure that each 
section. as far as possible. would be processed by a 
single delimbing device during delimbing. Test runs 
had shown that logs tended to align themselves with 
the thicker end against the short side. This served as 
the basis of the design. For a log of the full 4.5 m 
length. each section was almost exclusively delimbed 
by a single delimbing device. However. if the log were 
shorter. it might move sideways in the cradle. The 
design of the sections is illustrated by Fig. 11. 
Measuring sections 
0.7 rn 0.5 rn 0.5 rn etc ... 
Flg 11 For sampled logs. sectlons mere marked In which 
measurements Mere made 
In each measurement section, ever) third branch 
was marked and measured. By measuring only every 
third branch. the hark required for measuring could 
be restricted. Length. dlameter and whether green or 
Table 2. Doto for satnple logs, trleutl luhies crtd stundurri del.iut~on 
Scots pine Noruaq 5pruce 
Medn Std de\ Mean Std dz\ 
DBH. nim 101 13 1 I0 IS 
Length of logs. m 4.4 0.1 1 . 3  0 .3  
No, of branches per log 40 6 63 12 
Branch d i m  . nim 15 7 1 1  1 
Green branches. 7r 5 8 7 68 16 
Green branch diam..  mm 15 z. 3 i 1 1 
dry were recorded. Diameter was measured 50 mm 
from the stem. At each interruption of delinibing. the 
lengths of the sampled branches were renieasured. 
Because of the marking. it was possible to identify 
every branch. Table 2 presents the main characteris- 
tics of the sample trees and logs. 
Sampling can be characterised as a combination of 
a stratified random sampling (sampling of trees) and 
a two-phase systematic sampling (sampling of sec- 
tions and branches). 
Computations 
Experimental unit 
The choice of experimental unit is of vital importance 
to the analyses. For the analysis of loss of stemwood. 
the only reasonable choice of experimental unit is the 
bunch of logs in one batch, since all logs are mea- 
sured and only a feu  logs u,ill actually be damaged in 
each bunch. For the analysis of efficiency. the choice 
is not as self-evident. However. the bunch. represent- 
ed by the two sample trees. was also used in this case. 
The use of another experimental unit. when analys- 
ing efficiency. would have caused problems related to 
correlations within bunches and. additionally, the 
handling loss of experimental units due to damage. 
For instance. each log of the sample trees can be used 
as an experimental unit. but would result in increas- 
ingly complex statistical analyses necessitating the 
use of a mixed model. 
Dependent variables-delimbing result 
When comparisons and evaluations are made for de- 
limbing. three factors are of primary importance: 
efficiency (or  productivity). delimbing quality and 
damage. For most multi-stem delimbers. these three 
factors are intimately interrelated. Productivity. as 
well as delimbing quality and damage. depends on 
processing time. The processing time is the time it 
takes to delimb a bunch of logs. But it is difficult to 
decide when to consider the bunch adequately de- 
limbed. Productivity. defined as production per time 
unit, depends on the definition of an acceptable de- 
limbing quality. 
There is no obvious way of defining delimbing 
quality. A common way of specif!ing quality in stu- 
dies similar to this. is to weigh the logs before delimb- 
ing, after delimbing and finally after additional trim- 
ming if necessary. In this way it is possible to  specify 
delimbing quality as the proportion of branches re- 
moved (Helgesson. 1977: Scherman & Norden. 1983: 
Jonsson. 1986b). Hou.e~zer. this wa!, of defining qua- 
lity demands thorough sorting of rejects into 
branches. bark and stemwood. to obtain the correct 
figures for quality and damage. Other Rays of ex- 
pressing delimbing quality may be the average or 
median length of remaining branches. or the relative 
frequency of branches longer o r  shorter than a speci- 
fied value (Bredberg et al.. 1975). The most natural 
way would be to relate the definition to the standards 
set for pulpwood. as this is what a multi-stem de- 
limber will be processing most of the time. However. 
since the standards for pulpwood in Sweden are de- 
fined for a single log (Anon.. 1979) and since the 
result of multi-stem delimbing is bound to differ 
between logs. this is not verj appropriate. It is also 
stated in the pulpwood definition that logs with a 
branch stub longer than 80 mm shall be rejected. To 
adopt this definition would cause substantial prob- 
lems in evaluating delimbing quality. For instance, if 
one branch stub remains R hich is difficult to remove. 
e.g. a branch with an acute angle, R hen should the 
bunch be considered to have an acceptable delimbing 
quality? Should one wait for this sole branch stub to 
be removedc? This would not be very realistic. '4 
better solution could be to decide on an acceptable 
distribution. such as that a certain percentage of the 
branches should be shorter than a specified length. 
The values chosen for the percentage and for branch 
length could be adjusted for different conditions. 
In this nork,  the main standard for acceptable 
delimbing qualit) is defined as that 75 per cent of the 
branches should be shorter than 25 mm. Delimbing 
quality is estimated from measurements of the sam- 
pled branches. The subjective impression was that 
this measure of quallty is compatible with what can 
generally be considered an acceptable delimbing qua- 
lity. The processing time required to achiete this 
quality. is the main result variable in the work, and 
has been obtained by linear interpolation from two 
successi\~e interruptions. Note that this is an estimate. 
not of productivity. but of efficiency. Productivity 
can be obtained by dividing the volume of a bunch b j  
the processing tune. There are three main reasons for 
using efficiency rather than productivity: ( 1 )  Delimb- 
ing time is an easier unit to understand than is vo- 
lume per unit time. (2) Productivity readill gives the 
impression that all parts of the process are included. 
which in this case is not true. The delimbing process 
itself is included. not the loading or unloading of the 
delimber. (3) Productivity maj  be unfairly influenced 
by one or a few trees \%ith large volunies in a bunch. 
although efficiency is not affected. Thus. efficienc! is 
likely to be a better variable than productivity in a 
study such as this. 
A few bunches were especiall) studied with regard 
to the length distribution of branches at the time 
when the defined delimbing quality is attained. The 
figures are from the interruption closest to the calcu- 
lated delimbing time. This should give the correct 
average, but will make the longer lengths slightly 
preponderant. Fig. 12 illustrates the result. and 
shows a fairly regular distribution. except for the 
small excess at +20 cm. On closer examination. this 
appears to originate partly from bunches delimbed 
with fixed knives. Difficulties occurred with fixed 
knives when coarse branches with an acute angle were 
involved. but some of the excess is derived from 
bunches with the shortest delimbing time. This is 
discussed below (p. 24). 
In this study. damage has the restricted meaning 
'loss of stemwood'. It is derived from the measure- 
ments in the pauses of delimbing. As all logs are 
measured, it is possible to estimate the loss from all 
logs. not from the sample logs onl!,. If a log is da- 
maged or broken. the amount of missing stemwood 
or the present length of the log is recorded. The 
present volume of all logs can be calculated and the 
loss estimated. It is necessar), to relate the loss of 
stemwood to a delimbing time, as the loss increases 
with longer processing time. Houever, to obtain a 
fair comparison. the delimbing time of interest is 
taken to be that at which the required delimbing 
quality is attained. Thus. loss of stemwood is estimat- 
ed at the time when 75 per cent of the branches have 
been cut shorter than 25 mm. This ~ a l u e  has also 
been obtained by interpolation. 
Stntisticnl methods 
For evaluating the results. appropriate statistical 
methods must be selected. Primarily. standard analq- 
sis of variance (ANOVA). in most cases two-by-two 
factorial analysis. and where appropriate. regression 
analysis have been used. In conjunction with the 
analyses. normal tests of inference have been made. 
such as the F-test and Student's t-test. In the analysis 
of the delimbing process other anal1,tical methods 
have been used. but are presented in connection \+ith 
the results. The SYSTAT statistical package (version 
4.0 for MS-DOS) was used for the conlputations. The 
significance levels used are the following: * more 
than 95 per cent. ** more than 99 per cent and 
*"" more than 99.9 per cent. 
Experimental design 
A major problem in designing studies such as this. is 
to obtain results that shed light on the specific ques- 
tions asked. To achieve this. given a material over 
which full control is impossible (trees). various means 
may be considered, alone or  in combination. The 
material may be kept as constant as possible. the 
material may be randomised. experimental control 
may used (the disturbance factors are included as 
treatments) and finally statistical control may be 
used. 
To use randomisation alone to control the varia- 
tion of the material, would require a very large ma- 
terial to obtain small standard errors of the estimates. 
Since the sampling method is quite demanding. in 
respect both of time and work. the resources availa- 
ble did not permit sampling of a very large material. 
Difficulty in identifying and categorising factors that 
determine the delimbing difficulty of a tree. makes 
the method of experimental control very hard to use. 
However. tree species. which is easy to identify and 
categorise. is included as a treatment. The intention 
has been to have rather few observations. while using 
a material as homogeneous as possible and. if neces- 
sary, to control differences in the material by statisti- 
cal methods. 
The experimental design may be considered to con- 
sist of two principally different parts: 
1 .  Comparison of different delimbing de~ices  
2. Study of the influence of cradle design 
The experiments were conducted as follows: first. a 
number of delimbing devices was compared in a ser- 
ies of experiments with a fixed cradle design. Second- 
ly.  a number of different machine design variables 
was studied. using the delimbing device with the best 
performance according to the first series of experi- 
ments. Material from both series is used to study the 
delimbing process and the influence of tree proper- 
ties. What follows is a presentation of the variables of 
classification and the categories or levels chosen in 
this work. 
Delimbing process 
For a sample of the bunches the delimbing process 
was more explicitly examined (Table 3). The data had 
to be somewhat reorganised to make possible a closer 
examination of the material. since the records from 
each interruption are used as observations. 
Beside the ordinary measurements. a box with an 
opening area of 0.2 mL was placed beneath one of the 
centre sections to provide an estimate of the amount 
of debris produced per unit time. The debris was 
sorted by size and weighed after every minute's de- 
limbing. This was done for two bunches only of each 
tree species. The delimbing devices were open rollers 
with edges and the conveyor speed was 1.0 m.s-'. 
Table 3. E,uperitnentul desigtz Jbr tlzr  st^@ qf the delitn- 
bing process, tzunlhei. of butzches 
Tree specles 
Dellmbing devlce Scots plne Norv.a! spruce 
Open rollerr, rdgec 
speed of conLe!or. m s-I 
1 0  3 3 
Rotors, snlall drurneter 
speed of con\e)or. m s-' 
1 0  3 4 
large diameter 
speed of con\e)or. m s-' 
1 0  3 3 
For some of the bunches, a camera equipped with a 
motor was used to record delimbing. at intervals of 
one second. Originally. the intention was to achieve 
an exact description of the movement of the logs. But 
as stated above (p .  8). the open design of the cradle 
had to be abandoned and the openings covered. Con- 
sequently. the delimbing could not be photographed 
from the short side, which would have given the best 
view. Instead. photographs were taken from a posi- 
tion above and beside the delimber, down in the 
cradle. 
Tree properties 
Man! tree propertles affect the dellnib~ng process It 
1s most Ilkell that j e~era l  factors Interact Hoae ie r .  
thls nork 1s mainl! concentrated on technical factors 
the alm bemg to keep tree propertles as constant as 
posllble The on]! consc~ous barlatlon 1s that trio tree 
specles. Scots plne and Norwa! spruce. \\ere tested 
Both tree specles are represented for all other Lana- 
bles of class~ficdtlon Thus. ~t should be powble not 
on11 to d l sco~er  d~fferences betueen specles but alho 
to dlsco\er nhether or not there are mteractions 
betueen specles and other iarlables 
Delirnbing devices 
As mentioned above (p. 9). only the two delimbing 
devices in the centre were shifted. The outer ones 
were always rotors with the large diameter. To reveal 
the effects of the two centre devices, only the two 
measuring sections in the centre of a log are included 
when comparing different delimbing devices. Alth- 
ough the logs may move somewhat sideways in the 
cradle. the probability is high that most of the de- 
limbing of the centre sections is carried out by the 
two devices in the centre. The probable effect of this 
is that differences in results betfieen different devices 
will be smaller and more difficult to detect. than if all 
four devices had been shifted. 
The studies of the delimbing devices can be charac- 
terised as a series of consecutike comparisons. to be 
able to identify one or  a few devices as superior. The 
number of bunches delimbed by each device is pre- 
sented in Table 4. For each delimbing device both tree 
Table 4. Esperinlental desigtz for the studies of deliin- 
bin8 devices, number of bunches 
Tree species 
Delrmbmg d e ~ ~ c e  Scots plne N0rv.a) spruce 
Fixed knives 3 3 
Onen rollers. teeth 
single A 7 2 
double -l 2 
Open rollers. edges 3 3 
Closed rollers 3 3 
Rotors 
small d~arneter 3 3 
large d~ameter  1 4 
species are represented. First. there is a comparison be- 
tween passive delimbing devices-the fixed knives- 
and active delimbing devices-the remainder. The 
question then arises. as to  what would be the most 
appropriate device with which to compare the fixed 
knives. The active device most resembling the fixed 
knife is the open roller with teeth. although the teeth 
of the roller were not sharpened. The fixed knives 
were compared both with the toothed open rollers 
and with all active devices. 
To estimate the effect of having several successive 
devices in the conveyor long-side. a con~parison was 
made in which one or both of the two open rollers in 
a frame was active. As mentioned above (p. 9). the 
blunt teeth with which the open rollers originally 
were provided. were cut off and replaced with sharp 
edges. These two types of edge were compared. The 
two rollers. open and closed. available for this study 
were quite different in design. The two here com- 
pared. The open rollers with sharp edges were chosen 
for the comparison with the outcome of the previous 
experiment. 
The result of this experiment led to the choice of 
using the open rollers with sharp edges to study hov 
rollers and rotors differ in performance. The small 
rotors bere used in the experiment. to give a fair 
con~parison in respect of the active width of the de- 
\ices. Rotors were made in t n o  ~ersions,  a i th  differ- 
ent diameter. A comparison was made of the effect of 
diameter. 
Cradle desigri 
Se~era l  variables of the cradle design may be expect- 
ed to influence delimbing. The following ma) be 
mentioned as examples: 
Inclination of conveyor long-side 
Inclination of long-side opposite to conleyor 
Length of the cradle 
Height of the cradle 
Width of the bottom 
Inclination of the bottom 
Speed of convejor 
Design of conveyor 
Some of these factors are very difficult to alter once 
the cradle has been constructed. e.g. the length and 
height of the cradle and the design of the conceyor: 
therefore a choice had to be made in the initial stages 
of construction. based on experience from earlier 
construction. The variables judged to be most impor- 
tant were studied. viz. 
Inclination of con1 e) or long-s~de 
Incl~nation of the long-51de opposlte to conlelor 
Speed of the conbejor 
The inchnat~on of the conleJor long-side ma) be 
expected to mfluence dehmbing 111 two uaqs ( 1 )  The 
molement of the logs u111 dlffer uhen the geometrq 
changes and the pressure of logs touards the con- 
vebor and delimblng d e ~ ~ c e s  w111 change ( 2 )  The 
inclination of the long-side opposite to the coniejor 
should influence the molement of the log in the cra- 
dle as well Both of these car~ables also determme the 
inner iolume of the cradle and limit the maumum 
size of one bunch of logs As default \slues, both 
long-sides hale  an lnclinat~on of 28" T h ~ s  angle was 
chosen with experience from the earlier protot!pe 
the Trough" In mind In the present stud) the con- 
ieyor long-s~de u a s  studled at gradients of 23" and 
38". beside the 28" inclination. These values were 
chosen because they still seemed to be realistic. and 
yet different enough from the default value to result 
in detectable differences. The design of the experi- 
ment is presented in Table 5. 
The intention was to stud), the long-side opposite 
to the conveyor at a gradient of 38". in addition to  
28". A greater angle is interesting. as this provides a 
larger volume inside the cradle. However. during 
delimbing of the first bunch at 38". the process had to 
be stopped on several occasions, because logs 
jammed. On every occasion the logs had to be re- 
moved from the cradle to release the jam. A second 
bunch u a s  run. but as the same problems 
occurred again. this experiment uas  discontinued. 
The speed of the conveyor will probably influence 
the required delimbing time, as also the amount of 
damage and loss of stemwood. The default value for 
conveyor speed is 1.0 m.s-'. As complements to the 
default value. 0.6. 1.5, 1.9 and 2.3 m.s-' were cho- 
sen. A speed of 2.3 m.s-l is as fast as the equipment 
safely permits for pine. The results indicated that it 
was not necessary to study 0.6 and 2.3 m.sY1 further. 
and in the following studies, only the conveyor 
speeds 1.0. 1.5 and 1.9 m.s-' were studied. As a 
further complement, the speed of the conveyor was 
altered for the open rollers. The design of the experi- 
ment is presented in Table 6. 
Table 5. Esperirnental design for the stud\' of the ir@ 
ence ofthe inclination ofthe conveFor long-side, nurnber 
of hunches 
Inclinat~on. " 
Tree species 23 28 38 
Scots plne 7 4 7 
Noraa l  spruce 2 4 - 3 
Table 6 Experrmental deslrn for [he stud) of the influence of the rpeed of the conlejor, number of bunches 
Speed of conbejor. m s ' 
Delimbing device 0.6 1 .O 1 .5 1.9 '..- 1 7  
Open rollers. edges 
Scots plne - 3 2 2 - 
- Noruaq spruce - 3 2 2 
Rotors. large &am 
Scots plne 4 -1 4 4 4 
- Noraa l  spruce - 4 1 2 
Results 
Delimbing process 
Multi-stem delimbing is much more of a stochastic 
process than single-stem delimbing. The distribution 
of diameters and lengths of the logs. their positions. 
movements and interactions during delimbing are ex- 
amples of factors that to  a large extent. when consi- 
dering a specific bunch. can be considered stochastic. 
Therefore. in the process of delimbing there is a 
stochastic factor that can be controlled only by statis- 
tical means. 
From the photographs of delimbing. it is not possi- 
ble to follow the movements of single logs. However. 
the bunch as a whole can be observed. From the 
series of photographs and from direct observations. 
the following subjective description of the delimbing 
process in general was constructed. Initially. the logs 
are interlocked by their branches. and the bunch 
behaves as a bundle. As delimbing progresses. logs 
become detached from the bundle, and finally. all 
logs act as 'individuals'. The duration of the bundle 
phase is much longer for Norway spruce than for 
Scots pine. probably because of the greater branchi- 
ness of spruce, which makes for stronger interlock- 
ing. 
When the proportion of branches shorter than 25 
mm is plotted against delimbing time, the develop- 
ment can be detected to have an 'S' shape (cf. Fig. 
14). The pattern is the same if 50 mm is chosen 
instead of 25 mm. only the level of the curve being 
different. 
The curve may be divided into three phases. In the 
initial phase of the process. branches are cut o r  bro- 
ken at half their length and only a small proportion of 
them is cut shorter than the specified length. This 
Proportion, % 
phase is not very well illustrated by the figure, as the 
large rotors are comparatively efficient. and this 
phase is very short. For less efficient configurations 
of machine variables, this phase can be clearly detect- 
ed. In phase two, branches are more exposed and an 
increasing proportion is cut or broken close to the 
stem. In the third phase, the amount of branches 
delimbed per unit time begins to  decrease, and the 
line levels out. 
The impression from this might be that delimbing 
is not as efficient at the beginning of the process. But 
the source of inefficiency is that branches are not cut 
close to the stem. If Fig. 14 is compared with Fig. 13. 
which shows the amount of debris. a contrast may be 
seen at about the initial stage. The amount of debris 
is at its highest at the beginning, declining with time. 
Furthermore. the debris contains a large proportion 
of large pieces at the beginning, the proportion of 
small and very small pieces gradually increasing. The 
conclusion must be that most of the branch is re- 
moved at the beginning of the delimbing process, and 
that delimbing tends to become more an adjustment 
of the length of branch stumps at the end of the 
process. 
To model the delimbing process. several 'S'-shaped 
functions are available and might be considered. In 
this study, an exponential type of function was found 
best to describe the delimbing process. The function 
reads as follows: 
Y = l / ( l+&a+P. ln( t ) ) )  
where Y = proportion of branches cut shorter than 
25 mm at time t: 
t = delimbing time. min.: 
a ,  /3 = coefficients: 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20+ 
Branch lengths, crn 
FIR 12 Distr~bution of length of branches at the time %hen 75 per cent of the branches are shorter than 25 mm For Scots 
pine and h o r ~ a q  spruce and barlous dehmbing debices. 16 bunches 
Proportion 
debris, % a) Pine b) Spruce 
1 2 3 4  1 2 3 4 5 6  
Delimbing time, min Delirnbing time, rnin 
Fin. 13. Proportion of debris produced during each minute of delimbing. The bars are also d i~ ided  by the size of the debris. 
(a j  Scots p n e  (b) Noraa) spruce 
The logarithm of time was used because this trans- 
formation causes the function to pass through origo. 
Although no values for time equals 0 are included. it 
is evident that the values for that time should be zero 
for all cases. As the function is applied to  the results. 
the values listed in Table 7 are obtained. 
As the function is non-linear. it was not possible to 
use standard regression analysis. The function was 
solved by a standard non-linear procedure. Fig. 14 
illustrates the function for two different configura- 
tions. The estimated curves fitted the original values 
quite well. The r2-values n:ere almost consistently 
lower for pine than for spruce. compared at the same 
configuration. This could be due to the fact that the 
logs of pine are not as attached to each other. and the 
first phase of delimbing is inuch shorter. Thus. at the 
beginning of delimbing. the delimbing quality will 
differ much between the logs in the same bunch. The 
variation betueen logs diminishes as delimbing pro- 
ceeds. When the defined delimbing quality is 
reached. no difference between the two species. as 
regards variance, could be detected (cf. Table 9).  
It was more difficult to fit any function to the 
development of the loss of stemwood. The results 
seemed more stochastic. as is revealed by the large 
variance. Houeker. here also there was a tendency 
Table 7. Results of appb,ing the firnction Y = llil +ela-1"""") to the delitnhing resultsfor various configurations. Y = 
proportion brarzches cut shorter rlzail25 mm at the titne t; t = delimhitlg time, min; a. /3 = coefficients; SoC = speed 
of conveyor, m.s-* 
Configuration a f i  ? (adjusted) 
Open  roller.^, edges 
s o c  1.0 
SoC 1.5 
SoC 1.9 
Rotors, srnull 
s o c  1.0 
Rotors, large 
s o c  1 .0  
SoC 1.5 
SoC 1.9 
S. pine 
N.  spruce 
S. pine 
N ,  spruce 
S. pine 
N. spruce 
S. pine 
N. spruce 
S. pine 
N, spruce 
S. pine 
N.  spruce 
S. pine 
N. spruce 
Proportion branches < 25 mm 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Delimbing time, min 
Fig. 14. Fitted exponential functions for Scots pine and 
Norway spruce, for large rotors and speed of conveyor = 
1.0 m s-'. The original values are indicated. + = pine. o = 
spruce. 
towards an 3'-shaped process. Little was lost at the 
start. but as the covering branches were removed, an 
acceleration in the rate of loss could be detected. 
Finally, this rate seemed to decline. This could be due 
to the fact that most top logs. the pieces that most 
easily break, have alreadq broken and left the cradle 
as breakage. However. for some configurations of the 
independent variables. this stage was never reached. 
since the defined delimbing quality was attained at an 
earlier stage. Consequently. the loss of stemwood in 
those cases was small. 
There was a strong correlation between loss of 
stemwood and the required delimbing time. In a 
regression analysis of the loss of stemwood, required 
delimbing time proved to be a highly significant var- 
iable (see p. 21). The result is presented in Table 8.  
The loss of stemwood could be placed in perspective 
by comparing it to  the percentage of stemwood with a 
diameter less than 5 cm. Since 5 cm is normally the 
minimum top diameter in Sweden. this volume is an 
addition to what should have been utilised with con- 
ventional methods. For the most efficient configura- 
tions (e.g. see Fig. 17). the level of loss of stemwood 
was below or close to the percentage of stemuood 
with a diameter less than 5 cm (cf. Table 1). Thus. the 
volume of stemwood was in those cases at least equal 
to what should have been obtained by conventional 
delimbing methods. Furthermore. the breakage and 
the debris can in many cases be utilised, some for 
pulp and the rest for fuel. 
Tree properties 
Tree species 
The two species in this study. Scots pine and Norway 
spruce, differ in many ways. The number of branches 
differs and so does their shape. angle, placement. etc. 
Wood properties in the branches also differ, pine 
branches appearing to be more brittle than spruce 
branches. The differences also showed in the results. 
especially for the different delimbing devices. As a 
rule. spruce required a longer delimbing time than 
pine. to reach the same delimbing quality (Fig. 15). If 
Loss of sternwood, % 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Delirnbing time, min. 
Fig. 1.5 Loss of stemwood. as percentage of the in~tial 
volume of stemwood in a bunch. over delimbing time. For 
Scots pine and Norway spruce. large rotors. speed of con- 
veyor = 1.0 m s-'. - - - = pine. ---- = spruce. 
productivity is conlpared, the difference between the 
species increases, as the bunches of spruce contained 
a smaller volume of stemwood (cf. Table 1). 
Table 8. Result of regressiorz arz(il\~sisfor the inflirence of diffrent ~wriables or1 the loss of stern~rood. rl = 42. Model: 
LoS = coru tc~ t  + a ,  !vpe + c~ speed2 + a( titirile. $ = 0.45. Lo5 = Loss of stern-\rood, 9; Gpe = dunzr i~~  for 
delirnbing c l e ~ k e :  snzall rotor = 1 ,  large rotor and roller = 0; speed2 = sqziare qf the c o n ~ v j ~ o r  speed, ~ n . . s - ~ ;  time = 
delirnbirzn tirne ~.rhen 75% o f  branches <25 rnrn, rniri.; cr, = coefficierzts 
Variable Coeffic. Std. err, I - \due  Prob. Sign 
Constant 
T\ pe 
SpeedL 
T m e  
To delimb pine primarily. great force is needed to 
break off the branches. Study of the different edges of 
the open rollers showed that a sharp edge did not 
contribute significantly to the efficiency of delimbing 
pine. However. a sharp edge will first make a cut into 
the branch before the branch breaks off. or cut it all 
the way through. whereas with a dull edge. it will 
break all the way. Branch stubs are therefore more 
ragged when a dull edge is used. For the fixed knives. 
which have no force of their own, the difference in 
required delimbing time between pine and spruce was 
clearly less than for the other dekices. which illus- 
trates the importance of the force needed to delimb 
pine. 
For spruce. the conclusion must be that. in addi- 
tion to a force, a sharp edge is essential to achieve 
efficient delimbing. Comparisons of the two species 
showed that the volume of branches was larger for 
spruce. When the cradle is filled. it contains 21 per 
cent more stemwood for pine. the difference being 
mainly ascribable to the difference in branchiness. 
There was 32 per cent by weight more spruce than 
pine debris. 
Other tree properties 
It was not possible to deiect significant effect of tree 
properties other than species or the results for the 
bunches. The average ~ a l u e s  for the bunches were too 
similar. But uhen logs and branches within the same 
bunch were compared. differences could be seen. As 
niight be expected. d r j  branches could be removed 
faster than green. and coarse branches required a 
longer time than fine. Top logs required a longer 
delimbing time than butt logs. probably because of 
the larger proportion of green branches on the top 
log. but also because of the lower weight of the top 
logs, which led to a relatively lower pressure of the 
logs against the delimbing devices. Branch angle ap- 
peared to be another factor of importance. as it 
proved to be difficult to obtain a short branch stump 
when branch angle was extremely acute. 
Delimbing devices 
The main results of delimbing with the different de- 
limbing devices are presented in Table 9 .  The results 
of the statistical analyses are presented below. 
Passive \,ersus active devices 
The fixed knives differed from the other devices in the 
sense that they are passive and non-movable. while 
the others are active. having a momentum of their 
own. Passive devices have the advantage of being 
more simple to  construct and maintain. and of not 
requiring a power supply. 
The results of the ANOVA (Table 9) show that the 
active device open rollers with teeth. were significant- 
ly (*) more efficient than the passive, fixed knives. 
The figures for active devices are derived from the 
open rollers with teeth. When the average for all the 
active devices was compared to that for the fixed 
knives, the difference was greater (**") and the inter- 
action of type and species was also significant (*). The 
latter finding depends on the result that fixed knives 
were comparatively less efficient in delimbing pine 
than spruce. Except for the large rotors. all active 
devices had a length of about 0.6 m,  while the fixed 
knives were 0.88 m long: the total delimbing length 
varying from 2.7 m to 3.3 m. being therefore ca 22 
per cent longer for the passive devices. Since this 
favours the passive devices. the difference in effi- 
ciency is bound to be underestimated. 
Table 9. Results from delirnbing with various delirnbitlg delices. Onl,\, the two centre measuring sectiom are 
included. n = wutnber of bunches, meari = estimated tnean value, s.e. = standard error of estimate 
Delimbing time. min. Loss of stem-wood. % 
Pine Spruce P ~ n e  Spruce 
Delinibing device 11 mean s.e. 1 1  mean s.e. mean s.e. mean s.e 
Fixed knives 3 5.49 0.48 3 8.59 0.73 17.9 3.7 12.1 3.5 
Open rollers. teeth 
single 2 3.86 0.03 2 6 88 0.52 7.2 4.0 9.2 2.0 
double 2 3.55 0.30 2 7.38 0.52 11.9 5.5 19.8 5.2 
Open rollers. edges 3 4.30 0.06 3 5.89 0.08 13.5 1.4 13.9 3.7 
Closed rollers 3 3.93 0.53 3 7.46 0.22 15.0 3.8 16.8 3.6 
Rotors. 
small 
large 
There was no difference in loss of stemwood 
between the fixed knives and the open rollers with 
teeth. When fixed knives were compared with all 
active devices. the loss of stemwood was higher (**). 
This was not expected, as the greater aggressiveness 
of the active delimbing devices could be expected to 
cause more damage to stems. This result may be 
explained by the longer processing time required for 
fixed knives. The relation between the required de- 
limbing time and loss of stemwood is discussed above 
(p. 19). 
Single 1,ersu.s double devices 
A question of interest is whether. as compared xith 
one device. several successive delimbing devices 
placed in the convelor long-side will improve the 
results? The open rollers aere constructed in such a 
way that this hypothesis could be tested. 
An analysis of the results (Table 9) shows no signi- 
ficant difference between single and double rollers in 
delimbing time or loss of stemwood. As the double 
rollers were not quite in line. the effective delimbing 
length was 40 mm ( 1.5 per cent) longer. uhich should 
make no difference. No difference in the loss of stem- 
wood was observed. 
The conclusion of the experiment must be that 
little or nothing \vould be gained b j  placing sekeral 
delimbing devices in series in the con\e)or long-side. 
Open rollers, teeth versus open rollers, edges 
The open rollers were originally made with teeth and 
without sharp edges. These rollers were compared 
with the rollers in which the teeth had been cut off 
and replaced bj- a straight. sharp edge. 
There was a large (Table 9 )  and significant (""*) 
difference in the required delimbing time between the 
two types of edge for spruce, the sharp edges being 
the more efficient. while the difference \\as smaller 
for pine. and in favour of the teeth. There was no 
significant difference in loss of stemxood. 
The purpose of the teeth is that branches uill be- 
come fixed between the teeth and be pulled off. How- 
ever. there was no sign of branches' having been 
pulled off. 
Open rollers, edges versus closed rollers 
The results (Table 9) indicate that there a a s  a signifi- 
cant ( * I  difference in delimbing time betueen open 
and closed rollers for spruce. \ihile the difference for 
pine was smaller. It is noteworth! that although the 
large difference for spruce n a s  to the admntage of 
open rollers. the closed rollers had the shorter de- 
limbing time for pine. There uas  no significant differ- 
ence in loss of steniu~ood betueen the t u o  types of 
roller. 
Rollers versus rotors 
For the comparison of rollers and rotors. the rotors 
with the smaller diameter and the open rollers ~ i t h  
sharp edges were used. This was done to make the 
delimbing hidth of the devices as equal as possible. 
The required delimbing time was significantly (***I 
shorter for the rotors compared to the open rollers 
with edges, but the difference n a s  not great for 
spruce. The rotors had a considerabl! smaller stem- 
uood loss (***). 
Rotors, small diameter tlersus large diameter 
The difference in delimbing time for the two rotors 
(Table 9) was greater ("*? than expected. at least if 
only the difference in active delimbing uidth is consi- 
dered. The loss of stemwood was significantly (**) 
less for the small rotors. 
Cradle design 
Inclination of the convej3or long-side 
The conveyor long-side was studied in three different 
positions. The results show that a very upright posi- 
tion of the long-side increased delimbing time (Fig. 
16). This is probably due to the decreased force of the 
logs on the delimbing devices. A log weighing X kg 
transported by the conveyor exerts a vertical force of 
X kg g. where g is the acceleration of gravit! ( ~ 9 . 8  
m . ~ - ~ ) .  A log with a mass of 50 kg exerts a vertical 
force of 490 N. The vertical force nlay be divided into 
two other forces, one parallel to  the long-side and the 
other perpendicular to  it. The latter may be expresse- 
a) Del~mblng time, min b) Loss of stem-wood, % 
6 , 20 
20 25  30 35 4c 23 25 30 35 40 
Incl~nation. " Inclination. " 
Fly 16 R s q u ~ r e d  d e l m b m g  t ~ n i e  ( a )  2nd I O U  of ~ t e m \ ~ o o d  
( b )  for \drloUa lncl~ndt lonj  of c o n \ e \ o r  long-side \ --- i = 
p ~ n e  o  - - o = 5pruce 
das the mass of the log multiplied by the sine of the 
angle of inclination of the conveyor long-side. This 
force is important for two reasons: first. i t  determines 
the pressure of the log on the delimbing devices and 
secondly, it determines the force required to push a 
log off the conveyor. If the second of these is too 
small, a log often will be pushed off the conveyor 
before it reaches the delimbing devices. The most 
probable conclusion from the results is that the opti- 
mum is somewhere between 28" and 38". According 
to the regression analysis. the optimum for delimbing 
time is a little over 30" (Table 10). 
Beside the forces described here. which may be 
characterised as single-stem and static forces. there 
are dynamic forces and forces originating from the 
other logs in the bunch. Those forces are more diffi- 
cult to estimate. The dynamic forces would mostly 
work in the opposite direction, i.e. pushing the log 
off the conveyor, while each log in the bunch tends to 
push the other logs from itself. thus increasing the 
force towards the conveyor long-side. 
The movements of the logs in the cradle during 
delimbing are very important to the results. At the 
greater inclination of the conveyor long-side. tum- 
bling was clearly disrupted. Logs at the top of the 
conveyor, returning to the bottom of the cradle, fell 
on logs on their way up. often pushing them off the 
conveyor. This was more apparent for spruce. where 
logs are more attached to each other. An indication 
of this disorderly movement of logs was that the loss 
of stemwood was greater at the 38" inclination for 
spruce. The inclination also affects the transverse 
distance in the cradle (the distance between the long- 
sides). An increased transverse distance makes it ea- 
sier for the logs to  lose their correct alignment and to 
break. 
Speed of conveyor 
Five different speeds of the conveyor were studied: 
0.6, 1.0, 1.5. 1.9 and 2.3 m.sf ' .  The speed of the 
conveyor played a significant part. both for delimb- 
ing time and loss of stemwood. as can be seen in Fig. 
17 and Table 11. 
The optimum conveyor speed, with regard to  effi- 
ciency, seems to be quite close to 1.5 m.s- ' ,  probably 
a little more rather than less (according to the fitted 
model in Table 11, it was 1.7 m,sf l ) .  It was approxi- 
mately the same for pine and spruce. For minimising 
the loss of stemwood. the optimum speed of the 
conveyor can be estimated for pine to  be close to the 
optimum speed with regard to  efficiency. while for 
spruce, the picture was not as distinct. For rollers and 
spruce. the same pattern as for pine could be detect- 
ed. while for rotors and spruce the loss of stemwood 
was least at the lowest speed. although the difference 
was not very great. 
a) Delimbing time, min b) Loss of stem-wood, % 
6 I I 
0 1  ' ' 
0  0 5  1  1 5  2  2 5  0  0 5  1 1 5  2 2.5 
Speed oi conveyor, rnls Speed o i  conveyor, mis 
Fig. 17. Required dehmbing time (a )  and loss of stemwood 
(b) for various speeds of conveyor, mean values. s---x = 
rotors. pine. +-- --+ = rotors. spruce: * - - ^ = rollers, pine: 
o -- - -- o = rollers. spruce. 
Table 10. Result of regression ana[~si.c for the influence of the inclination qf cotn3ejar lorrg-.ride. n = 16. 
a) Required delimbing time, Model: Dt = a,  cor~s ta t z t+~~~ itzcl+qi inc12+a4 species, I' = 0.88 
h) Loss of stem-bcood. Model: LoS = hi c~onstc~rlt+h~ species+h3 species irzcl, 2 = 0.25. 
Dr = requireddelirnbirrg time, ttlin.; LoS = Loss of stem-wood, %; incl = inclitmtion, ; species = h m n < v f o r  species, 
pine = 0, spruce = 1: a,, b, = coefficierzts 
Variable Coeffic. Std. err. t -~a lue  Prob. Sign. 
a 
Constant 15.55 3.40 1.58 0.001 *** 
Incl. -0.82 0.22 -3.64 0.003 *r 
Incl'. 0.01 0.00 3.37 0.006 ** 
Species 1.65 0. 18 9.39 <0.001 *'* 
b 
Constant 8.30 1.38 5,99 <0 001 *** 
Species - 18.41 7.69 -2.39 0.032 
Incl. species 0.66 0.25 2.60 0.022 4 
Table 11. Result of regression anaLysis for the injluetzce of /he speed of the conveyor. n = 42 
a) Required del~mbing time, 
Model; Dt = a, constant+@ speed+a3 speed2+a4 species+ai hpe,  ? = 0.82, 
bi Loss of stem-wood. 
Model: LoS = bi cons/ant+b2 speed+b3 speed2+b4 hpe+b5 speed species, 2 = 0.37. 
Dt = required delimbing rime, min.; LoS = Loss of stem-ivood, %; speed of conveyor, ms-'; species = dummny for 
species: pine = 0,  spruce = 1; hpe  = dumtny for delimbitzg device: rollers = 0, rotors = 1; a,, b, = coeflcients 
Variable Coeffic. Std. err. t-value Prob. Sign. 
a 
Constant 
Speed 
Speed2 
Species 
Type 
b 
Constant 
Speed 
Speed2 
Type 
Species 
Discussion 
Methods 
Measzlrif~g methods 
The measuring methods used uere rather time-con- 
suming. and could be simplified \$-ithout greatlq. re- 
ducing the quality of data. The number of measured 
branches in each measuring section and of each sam- 
ple log could be decreased. while the number of sam- 
ple logs per bunch could be increased. This uould 
reduce the influence of broken sample logs. If the aim 
is to determine the delimbing time required to achieve 
a certain delimbing quality. the number of interrup- 
tions for measurement during delimbing could be 
reduced if they were adapted to the process. Hou-  
ever. this will gi\,e a poorer material for estimation of 
the delimbing process over time. 
Experimerltal desigrz 
At the initial stage of this study. there was some 
hesitation as to  whether to  design the experiment as a 
large matrix. with all factors included. or whether to 
make a number of experiments. with a few factors in 
each. A completely balanced experiment. containing 
all factors at all levels was out of the question. as this 
would have increased the number of bunches that 
had to be run. to more than resources would permit. 
Even an unbalanced design would have meant a large 
number of bunches. The aim of the design used was 
first, to compare different delimbing device. then to 
study the other machine variables. By making a series 
of experiments. it is possible to add extra experiments 
during the work. while if a single large experiment 
was chosen, the design would have to be followed in 
detail. 
Dependent variables 
A major problem with a study of this nature. is to 
obtain a relevant result. There is no unequivocal way 
of expressing delimbing quality and. most important- 
ly. the meaning of 'acceptable delimbing quality' 
differs between industries and even within the same 
industry. depending e.g. on the time of year. Any 
attempt at establishing a 'true' standard is bound to 
fail. 
Bredberg et al. (1975) had a quite different ap- 
proach. They fitted an exponential function to the 
results and by applying regression analysis. deter- 
mined the coefficients for different variables. The t- 
values were used to determine the significance of the 
variables. The method has two disadvantages. how- 
ever. First, the result. i.e. the values of the coeffi- 
cients of different variables. is rather abstract and it is 
difficult to visualise their meaning. Secondly, there 
are statistical difficulties associated with having a 
number of intercorrelated observations from the 
same bunch. This calls for some correction of the 
degrees of freedom. Furthermore. there is an under- 
lying assumption that the delimbing process will have 
the same appearance. irrespective of conditions. and 
that only the level of the curve will change for differ- 
ent variables. If this does not hold. the comparison is 
not meaningful. 
The method chosen for expressing acceptable de- 
limbing quality has its weak points. too. It does not 
reflect in any way the distribution of the length of 
remaining branches beyond what is determined by the 
definition of the result. But as Fig. 12 illustrates. the 
distribution of the lengths of branches is quite well 
balanced. with the exception of the small excess at 
+20 cm. It is interesting that some of these branches 
originate from some of the most effective machine 
configurations. The shorter delimbing time. which 
implies a smaller number of passes by the delimbing 
devices. may increase the risk that some branches are 
not in the correct position for delimbing (see p. 14). 
Another disadvantage of the definition of delimb- 
ing quality used, which is closely connected with the 
inability to reflect the distribution of the length of 
branch stubs. is that if one experimental category. 
e.g. a particular delimbing device. is not capable of 
cutting the branches close to the stem. the choice of 
the critical length of the branch stumps is decisive for 
the result. If a delimbing device, as a rule. leaves 30 
mm branch stumps as a minimum. to use 25 mm as 
the discriminating level would be unfair. and a com- 
parison would be misleading. However, in this study 
no such tendencies have been observed. Regardless of 
the model of delimbing device, great efforts were 
made to ensure that the edges of the delimbing de- 
vices were always at the same level. If one compares 
25 mm and 50 mm as discriminating levels. the result 
is very similar. Seventy-five per cent of the branches 
not exceeding 25 mm in length corresponds approxi- 
mately to 90 per cent of the branches shorter than 50 
mm. To use 75 per cent and 50 mm corresponds 
approximately to 50 per cent and 25 mm. These two 
latter definitions have been compared to the original 
one. The delimbing time will evidently be shorter in 
those cases. The variation of the result is larger at the 
beginning of the delimbing process. probably owing 
to a greater stochastic influence. but the variance 
tends to stabilise after a time.Accordingly. these al- 
ternative definitions are not as robust as the one 
used. To summarise. the used definition of an accep- 
table delimbing quality. viz. 75 per cent of the 
branches less than 25 mm long. is not perfect in all 
respects. but it does have good features. 
Reliahilie of results and sources of error 
The most obvious possible source of error is that the 
sample is not representative. However. the subjective 
opinion obtained while watching, and especially 
while measuring the logs, was that an estimate could 
be made of the whole bunch. which would corre- 
spond well with what was measured on the sample 
logs. However. the correspondence was poorer at the 
beginning of the process. Logs are not delimbed uni- 
formly over a period of time. but this lack of unifor- 
mity decreases the longer is the delimbing time. 
The limiting of possible sample trees to  trees with 
two logs confers uniformity. Differences between 
sample trees are relatively small. for which reason 
tree-specific variables, as well as species. play a very 
small part in the result. The variance of the biological 
factors is so small that there was no need to control 
the variance statistically. 
The figures for both delimbing time and loss of 
stemwood were obtained by linear interpolation. As 
both these processes are not linear. there is an error 
in the estimates. However. as there is never more 
than half a minute to the closest interruption. this 
difference should not matter to any great extent. 
Although the process:s. on the average. follow a 
certain pattern. this does not apply to the individual 
bunch during a very short interval of delimbing. Both 
delimbing and loss of stemwood are discrete events: a 
branch is cut off and a log is broken at a certain time. 
The results in fact evolve in a discontinuous fashion. 
Linear interpolation therefore seems to be the best 
possible method. 
Another possible source of error is that sample logs 
sometimes break off. which can influence the result. 
But here. too, time seems to have a stabilising effect. 
and the loss of stemwood also tends to stabilise. 
However. where the loss of stemwood is higher than 
the average. there is a great risk of underestimating 
the delimbing time. It is the top logs that break first. 
and those logs have the most branches which are all 
green. Accordingly. if a top log breaks and disap- 
pears from the cradle. the result will be influenced 
positively. i.e. the proportion of branches shorter 
than 25 mm will increase abruptly. However. the 
cases with high stemwood loss in the study were not 
significantly related to short delimbing time. in fact 
the reverse was true: the loss of stemwood was positi- 
vely correlated with delimbing time. There is. how- 
ever. reason to be cautious when comparing results. 
if the loss of stemwood differs greatly. 
The volume of each log was calculated from the 
two recorded end diameters and the length. assuming 
a shape resembling the frustum of a cone. However. 
the shape of a tree is not quite linear and a small error 
will result from this. The butt swell. the most impor- 
tant deviation from linear form. is not large on trees 
as small as those used in this study. Measuring dia- 
meter 0.2 m from the ends, should reduce this error 
to a negligible size. The usual way of measuring the 
volume of pulpwood logs is to take the diameter at 
the centre of the log, calculating the volume by the 
formula for a cylinder. The method used in the pre- 
sent study should give more accurate results than are 
obtained by that method. 
The variance of biological factors for the sampled 
trees was small and did not appreciably influence the 
results. The same conclusion can be drawn as regards 
the variance of the whole bunches. the number of 
logs and the volume of stemwood. Besides those fac- 
tors, other biological factors may also be important. 
Although the intention was always to use as fresh 
wood as possible. there was some variation of the 
storage period between felling and delimbing. rang- 
ing from one day to about a week. During storage for 
one week. the moisture content of the wood may 
decrease if the weather is fine, and the properties of 
the wood change. A slight tendency could be found in 
the material that even a few days' storage could posi- 
tively influence efficiency. but this could not be statis- 
tically verified. 
Besides providing different drying conditions. tem- 
perature may influence the properties of the wood. In 
cold weather. wood will be harder and more brittle. 
The studies were conducted during the autumn 
months: from the end of August, through September 
and October to the beginning of November. The 
temperature ranged from about +5"C to + 15°C. In 
this interval there is a small change in wood proper- 
ties. No influence of temperature was revealed in the 
analysis. 
In addition to  the problems of controlling the var- 
iation of biological origin, the measuring methods 
themselves may be sources of error. The interruption 
required for making an objective measurement. na- 
turally influences the results. Branches and logs were 
broken during handling, and logs cannot be replaced 
in the same position as before. However. when runs 
with the same configuration, but with a different 
number of interruptions were compared, no evidence 
of a difference could be found. 
Inaccuracy in the time statement may cause a ser- 
ious risk of error in measurement. However. if the 
process is interrupted after 357 or 4:05 minutes in- 
stead of at 4 minutes exactly, the result will not 
change dramatically. While there are further factors 
that may reduce the reliability of the results. no er- 
rors should be so great that the cdnclusions must be 
reconsidered. 
Delimbing process 
The delimbing process is most efficient at the begin- 
ning. efficiency gradually declining as fewer branches 
remain. This applies as regards the separation of 
branches from the stem. expressed as volume per unit 
time. If, instead. the proportion of branches satisfac- 
torily cut or broken off is considered. another rela- 
tionship may be recognised. The number of branches 
cut off per unit time with an acceptably short branch 
stump. is initially small. increases, then declines 
again. One advantage of the function used to depict 
the delimbing process (p. 17). is that both level and 
form may be varied. 
Bredberg et al. (1975) used another type of expon- 
ential function to describe the process of delimbing. 
The function reads ~ = e " " ' ~ ~ + ' ~ ' "  . where Y is the 
proportion of branches cut shorter than a specified 
length at the delimbing time t .  B and C are indepen- 
dent variables and a. b and c are coefficients. Dehlen 
et al. (1982) used the same type of function to de- 
scribe the debarking process in a cradle-type ma- 
chine. These functions may be transformed to a lin- 
ear form. While this was formerly an essential pro- 
perty. there is now a number of programs which can 
deal with non-linear models. Following transforma- 
tion, standard regression analysis could be used to fit 
the model to the observed values. The function used 
by Bredberg et a1.(1975) is rather rigid and only the 
level, not the form. of the curve can be influenced by 
the coefficients. The function proposed in the present 
study is more flexible and fits the measured values 
better. 
Kurelek (1981) has pointed out that there is a rela- 
tionship between quality. cost and damage for flail 
delimbers. Better quality increases both cost and da- 
mage. The same relation is valid for the cradle-de- 
limber. A demand for better quality not only affects 
delimbing time and productivity.but also the amount 
of damage (see p.  1 1 ). 
No function was fitted to  the observations concern- 
ing the loss of stemwood over time. The process 
appears to be 3'-shaped. however. but for the most 
efficient configurations, the stagnation phase (upper 
asymptote) is never reached. The delimbing time is of 
great importance to the loss of stemwood. In general, 
the longer the delimbing time, the greater the loss of 
stemwood. Hence. the aim of attaining as efficient 
delimbing as possible. also reduces the loss of stem- 
wood. 
Tree properties 
Tree species is in reality a category which includes a 
range of characteristics. If the physical properties of 
trees could be exact11 described, species would lose 
most of its meaning in a study such as this. Honever. 
these properties cannot be exactly measured and de- 
scribed: species is therefore a con~enient means of 
categorising the material. Nor~+a!, spruce requires a 
longer delimbing time than Scots pine. This is the 
result found in most other studies ie.g. Bredberg et 
al.. 1975; Helgesson. 1977). The greater number of 
branches and the larger volume of branches and nee- 
dles in spruce. are evident causes. The proportion of 
stemwood in relation to the total amount of biomass 
of a tree is generally less for Norway spruce than for 
Scots pine (Hakkila. 1972: Marklund. 1988). But. as 
the results indicate. the relation between delimbing 
time for pine and spruce differs for the various de- 
limbing devices. Devices with sharp edges are re- 
quired for efficient delimbing of Nor~ba! spruce. To 
delimb Scots pine efficiently. greater force is needed 
to break off the branches. Branches of spruce seem to 
be more flexible than those of pine. which are more 
brittle. To delimb both species successfully. both 
force and cutting abilit! must be present. 
Unfortunately. \,erj fen s t ~ ~ d i e s  have been made on 
branch properties. Kempe (1967) studied the forces 
required to shear stems and Nilsson (1976) reported 
experiments on the shear forces required to cut off 
branches. but nothing was reported concerning bend- 
ing strength or shock resistance. which are of interest 
here. These properties have been extensibel! studied 
as regards stemwood. especially in the dry state (Bo- 
dig & Jayne. 1982). but branch properties are quite 
different. since branches are not totall!, lignified. 
Freezing temperatures and reduced moisture content 
change wood properties similarl! : nood loses some 
flexibility and becomes more brittle (Bodig & Jayne. 
1982). Consequently. the required delimbing time is 
influenced b!, such changes. Bredberg et al. (1975) 
and Jonsson (1986h) report the positive effect of low 
temperature and Ion moisture content on producti- 
bit.. Storage of trees for some aeeks before delimb- 
ing. while the branches dry. positi\,ely affects produc- 
t i~ i ty :  and so do temperatures belou freezing. 
Delimbing devices 
The first questlon to ask. 15 n hether changlng the t n o  
centre de~lces  onl>. affects the results In such a na! 
that the!, are not full1 rel~able' The arrangement uas  
not sat~sfactorq. but had to be accepted If the two 
centre d a m s  are less e f f e c t ~ ~ e  than the t u o  outer 
de~lces. the retention of a greater proportion of 
branches In the centre n ~ l l  Increase pressure agalnst 
the two centre devices, and increase their delimbing 
capacitl . Accordingly. more effecti~ e devices in the 
centre will increase the logs' pressure against the 
outer ones. When results obtained from the two 
centre sections \%ere compared with those from all 
four sections. only small differences were found. The 
values uere almost equal and the limitation to two 
sections increased the variance only slightly. There- 
fore. the onl! real influence this should have on the 
results is that the differences found would be underes- 
timated. As regards the tests of significance. there is a 
risk that if variance decreases. significance may be 
found where there is none. But since a smaller differ- 
ence between the values ~vorks in the opposite direc- 
tion. this should not be a serious risk. The risk is 
instead the reverse. i.e. that a null hypothesis cannot 
be rejected. although there is a real difference. 
The superiority of active devices to  passive, as 
regards delimbing time. is not surprising. but it illus- 
trates the importance of efficient delimbing devices. 
Bredberg et al. (19753 also found large differences 
between "the Trough". with passive devices. and 
"Skruven". with active ones. In that study the loss of 
stemwood nas  higher for "Skruven". but in the pre- 
sent stud!. no significant difference in loss of stem- 
wood between active and passive devices was ob- 
serked. The greatest difference is probably in the 
placement of the delimbing devices. In the V-shaped 
"Skru~en" icf. Fig. 2). the delimbing devices are 
placed in the more horizontal long-side. which could 
be described as a combination of the bottom and the 
long-side opposite the conveyor of the delimber stu- 
died in this work. This placement of the delimbing 
devices increases the risk of logs being damaged by 
them. The passive devices (the fixed knives) in this 
study. have a longer effective cutting nidth than the 
active ones. which is an indication that the difference 
ma) be underestimated. 
The effect of having several delimbing devices 
placed one after another in the conveyor long-side 
compared to having one only. is very small. As a log 
is picked up by the lugs. it will probably remain in the 
same position until it is pushed off the conveyor. 
Hence. the same side of the log will be exposed to all 
delimbing devices. If the devices are effective enough. 
nothing will be gained by passing a second device. It 
would be a different matter were additional delimb- 
ing devices placed in the bottom or  on the other long- 
side. In such a case. there would be space and time 
enough for the logs to change position between pas- 
sages of the devices. The different placements would 
probably complement one another much better than 
when the devices were placed one after another. Un- 
fortunately. the design of the rig did not permit this 
to be studied. 
Delimbing devices with no sharp edges have one 
large advantage: such devices require virtually no 
maintenance. as there are no edges to be sharpened at 
regular intervals. But to delimb spruce effectively. the 
device must have sharp edges. It seems to be more 
efficient to cut. rather than to beat off. the more 
flexible branches of spruce. No signs of branches 
wedged between the teeth and torn off were observed. 
which was the original intention with the open 
rollers. 
The closed rollers proved to be less effective than 
the open rollers with sharp edges for delimbing 
spruce. although the closed rollers had very sharp 
edges. Most probably. flexible branches are bent by 
the cylinder. and the knives never achieve a clear 
perpendicular cut on the branches, since this is pre- 
vented by the small gap between the edge of the 
knives and the surface of the cylinders on which the 
knives are mounted. There is plenty of space between 
and beneath the knives of the open rollers. while 
there is only 19 mm between the edge and the surface 
of the cylinder of the closed roller. Since pine 
branches are quite brittle, it does not matter if the 
knife cannot strike the branch at right-angles: the 
branch will break off on impact. For spruce, how- 
ever. a cut not made at right-angles will fail to  sever 
the branch. Several cuts are therefore necessary be- 
fore the branch has been totally removed. hence a 
longer delimbing time is required. Furthermore. the 
relatively denser crown of spruce (cf, the number of 
branches in Table 2) acts as a shock absorber. reduc- 
ing the striking effect of the delimbing devices. The 
difference between open and closed rollers as regards 
pine is more difficult to  understand and explain, but 
it might be due to the greater mass. and therefore 
greater momentum, of the closed rollers, 
The rotor, a new concept for delimbing devices. 
has proved to be somewhat more efficient than the 
best rollers. i.e. the open rollers with sharp edges. 
The effective delimbing width is about the same for 
the two devices. If one assumes the roller to be effec- 
tive 25 mm below the conveyor.the area of active 
delimbing is 0.12 m' for one roller. and twice this in 
the case of two in series. The corresponding area for 
one rotor with small diameter is 0.16 m2. the upper 
half of this area being probably ineffective and com- 
parable with the upper roller, hence smaller for the 
rotor. The difference in diameter is more probably a 
main cause of the difference in efficiency. On aver- 
age, the speed of the knives of the roller was 11.4 
m.s-', while the velocity of a knife of the rotor was 
17.5 m.s-'. This is. of course. of importance to the 
momentum of the knives and the force with which a 
branch is struck. The rotors also have the practical 
advantage over rollers in that they are fairly easy to 
maintain. The knives are very easy to change. and it 
would be possible to have several sets of knives that 
were changed regularly. 
The clearest difference between the two rotors is 
the active delimbing width. which is 34 per cent 
greater for the larger rotor. However, beside the ac- 
tive delimbing width. the diameter of the rotor affects 
several other factors. A larger diameter means that 
the knives will reach a higher speed.The higher speed 
and the greater weight of the knives imply a greater 
momentum. therefore a greater force. The momen- 
tum was 147 per cent greater for the larger rotor at 
the top of the knives. Furthermore. as both types of 
rotor are mounted in the same place in the rig. the 
lower half-circle of the knives. most important for 
cutting off branches. will reach deeper into the cradle 
on the rotor with the larger diameter. Delimbing 
seems to be more effective farther down in the cradle, 
because logs create a pressure on the logs below 
them. Consequently. the pressure towards the inner 
surfaces of the cradle and delimbing devices is higher 
further down in the cradle. Thus. the ability to reach 
as close to  the bottom of the cradle as possible is an 
advantage. The longer knives also mean that the area 
of active delimbing for a rotor is significantly in- 
creased, from 0.16 m2 to 0.29 m2 or by 81 per cent. 
Cradle design 
Inclinatior~ of long-sides 
It is of vital importance when designing the cradle. to 
ensure that tumbling and the movements of the logs 
are as smooth and as free from disturbance as possi- 
ble. This influences both the delimbing time and the 
loss of stemwood. The inner surfaces should be as 
even as possible. especially the long-side opposite to 
the conveyor and the bottom. When logs are pushed 
off the conveyor. one end of the log often hits the 
long-side or  the bottom before the other. If there are 
holes. openings or other unevenness. the end of the 
log may stick fast and the log be broken. 
Another critical factor is the relation between the 
length of logs and the distance between the long- 
sides. The wider is the cradle. the greater is the risk 
that the direction of logs will deviate. vertically. hori- 
zontally or both. from the direction of the cradle. 
This is illustrated by what happens when the inclina- 
tion of one of the long-sides is increased. and by the 
fact that logs shorter than average. either by origin or 
by being broken, have a higher risk of being broken. 
The result does not seem to be as sensitive to the 
inclination of the conveyor long-side as to that of the 
other long-side. It may be assumed that the fact that 
logs are pushed from the top of the conveyor toward 
the opposite long-side. makes greater demands on the 
design of the latter. If there are holes and unevenness 
in the long-side (as on the machine studied), there is a 
great risk that logs will stick. causing disturbances to 
tumbling. This happened in the experiment involving 
a 38" inclination of the long-side opposite to the 
conveyor. which could not be completed. Besides 
influencing tumbling and the movement of the logs. 
the inclination of the conveyor long-side determines 
the pressure of the log perpendicular to the conveyor 
and delimbing devices. With the most vertical posi- 
tion studied (23"). a longer delimbing time is re- 
quired. However. the results indicate that the delimb- 
ing time is similar for a rather wide range of inclina- 
tions of the conveyor long-side. There is a region in 
which the features of tumbling and pressure outweigh 
each other: the required delimbing time is rather inde- 
pendent of changes within this region. The loss of 
stemwood tends to increase somewhat with a more 
horizontal position. 
Although the cradle is filled totally at the start of 
delimbing, it does not take long before it appears as if 
a few isolated logs are tumbling in the bottom of the 
cradle. The space set free by the disappearance of the 
branches has two disadvantages. Delimbing would be 
more efficient if the logs did not pass sections of the 
cradle where no delimbing takes place. The extra 
space allows logs to move more freely. with an in- 
creased risk that logs will deviate from the alignment 
of the cradle. and break. The ideal solution would be 
to have a cradle that changed its inner volume in 
accordance with the volume of the logs within it. This 
could be achieved in either of two ways: by moving 
the returning arms downwards as the height of the 
bunch decreases, o r  by moving the long-side opposite 
the conveyor towards the conveyor long-side. Were 
one or both of these measures implemented. the effi- 
ciency of the later phases of the delimbing process 
would probably increase. Furthermore. the long-side 
opposite the conveyor need not be flat. as in this case. 
A rounded long-side. like a section of a drum, could 
form something resembling a roof over the bunch. 
the shape of which would probably favourably affect 
the tumbling and alignment of the logs. 
Speed of conveyor 
A higher conveyor speed means that each log will 
pass the delimbing devices more times per unit time. 
If delimbing quality was determined only by the 
number of passes. the relation between required de- 
limbing time and the speed of conveyor would be of 
the kind: Y = AIX. where Y is delimbing time. X is 
speed of conveyor and A is a constant. Analysis of the 
results confirms that there is good agreement with 
this relationship. up to 1.5 m.s-'. A break-point in 
the interval 1.5-1.9 m.s-' can be detected. This 
break-point seems to be identical for the two delimb- 
ing devices and the two tree species tested. The in- 
crease in required delimbing time at a speed greater 
than 1.5 m.sK1 is probably associated with logs' not 
attaining the right position for the conveyor. Thus 
the break-point is likely to  be influenced by other 
factors. such as the distance between the lugs, the 
design of the lugs and with what force the logs are 
pushed towards the conveyor. The last of these is 
very much determined by the design and inclination 
of the bottom and long-side of the cradle. 
The dynamic forces are proportional to the square 
of the speed. Hence. logs could be expected to be 
broken more frequently with increasing speed. How- 
ever. the loss of stemwood generally follows the same 
pattern as delimbing time. There is a decline up to 1.5 
m.s-'. after which losses begin to  increase. At con- 
veyor speeds above 1.5 m.s-'. a clear trend towards 
increasing loss of stemwood is recognisable. The 
longer processing time, together with the increased 
dynamic forces. are probably the main causes. 
Bredberg et al. (1975) refer to  a study of the speed 
of the conveyor with the Soviet "Bear" delimber. Two 
levels. 0.3 and 0.8 m.s-', were studied. the higher 
speed proving superior in that study. 
Practical implementation 
The results of this work give some information as to  
how a multi-stem delimber of cradle type should be 
constructed to  be efficient. The cradle concept may 
be used, as indicated above. for various kinds of 
delimber. 
Delimbers made for working in the stand must 
have good off-road mobility. They must fit the strip- 
roads. and should not be larger than other logging 
machines. Mobile delimbers working on landings or 
terminals have other restrictions. Length. width and 
total weight are restricted by the laws concerning 
public roads. which differ between countries. How- 
ever. these restrictions are less strict than those for 
off-road vehicles. and a larger and more efficient 
construction may be considered. Stationary units 
may be constructed still more freely. For stationary 
constructions. it is also possible to make cradles with 
continuous feed. similar to  delimbing drums. 
Batch processing, i.e. the feeding of a number of 
logs into the delimber. processing and removing the 
delimbed logs. tends to  be a "hot" system. i.e. sensi- 
tive to connecting operations. To obtain high pro- 
ductivity. loading and unloading of a delimber has to 
be efficient, as well as delimbing itself. With contin- 
uous feeding. it is easier to  establish buffers in the 
system. In this study. the delimber was loaded by a 
rear loader, but this could be done in a variety of 
ways. Unloading was accomplished by removing the 
returning arms and using the conveyor to push the 
logs over the edge of the conveyor long-side. This can 
be done more effectively by opening one of the long- 
sides to remove the logs. One basic aim should be to 
handle the logs in bunches in as many operations of 
the harvesting system as possible. By this method. the 
advantages of multi-stem handling can reach their 
full potential. 
Beside weight. the higher peripheral speed of the 
rotors calls for some caution. If a knife loosens from 
its attachment or if a piece of the edge is broken off, 
the situation is highly dangerous. Some thought must 
be given to safety aspects when designing delimbing 
devices. A construction having the knives more inte- 
grated with the disk would be preferable from this 
point of view. 
In constructing a delimber. consideration must be 
given to various restrictions. and an optimal solution 
may contain components that are not the most effi- 
cient when considered alone. For example. rotors are 
more efficient than rollers. but for safety reasons. 
rollers might be preferable. 
One concept previously discussed (Bredberg. 1984) 
is to combine a cradle delimber with a single-stem 
delimber with transverse feeding called "Gasslare" 
(Arvidsson et al.. 1980). The aim is that most of the 
branches will be removed in the cradle. Final trim- 
ming will be carried out in the succeeding "Gasslare". 
However, the present study has shown that the time 
from which the logs are detached from the bunch and 
are able to act as single stems, to that at which an 
acceptable result is achieved. is so short. that moving 
the logs into a single-stem delimber will probably 
only extend delimbing time. The concept might be of 
interest if the required delimbing quality was extre- 
mely high. 
Conclusions 
The cradle-type multi-stem delimber has a number of 
features that make it advantageous as compared to 
other types of delimber. The cradle concept permits a 
flexible design and can be adapted to particular 
needs. The size may range from small forwarder- 
mounted delimbers. to  huge industrial constructions. 
It is also simple to include active delimbing devices in 
the construction. to  increase the efficiency and pro- 
ductivity of delimbing. 
The delimbing process may mathematically be de- 
scribed by an 3'-shaped exponential function. The 
loss of stemwood is positively correlated with the 
processing time required to  achieve the defined de- 
limbing quality. It is therefore of interest that delimb- 
ing should be as efficient as possible, both to  maxi- 
mise productivity and to minimise the loss of stem- 
wood. Active delimbing devices. i.e. devices with a 
momentum of their own, are more efficient than 
passive devices. The two tree species Scots pine and 
Norway spruce made quite different demands on the 
design and function of the delimbing devices. To 
obtain a delimbing device that is efficient for both 
species. it must combine striking force with shearing 
capacity. Active devices are more efficient than pas- 
sive devices. The rotor delimbing device was the most 
efficient delimbing device in the study. 
The tested machine variables, delimbing devices. 
inclinations of long-sides and speed of conveyor, all 
had a great influence on delimbing efficiency and on 
the loss of stemwood. Much can be gained by choos- 
ing a good configuration of these variables when 
constructing a delimber. 
The cradle multi-stem delimber can be made very 
efficient, with a low level of loss of stemwood and 
good delimbing quality. It has a great potential for 
development and may be the model of delimber need- 
ed in the 1990s and beyond the turn of the century. 
Some basic knowledge is still lacking. Most impor- 
tant is the influence of cradle dimensions and bunch 
volume on productivity. To study this. a machine 
with adjustable length. width and height is required. 
A larger cradle has another relationship between the 
surface area of the logs and the inner surface area of 
the cradle. as compared to a smaller one with the 
same length. This means that there &ill be more 
branches per area of active delimbing. assuming the 
area of active delimbing is proportional to  the area of 
the inner surfaces of the cradle. This implies less 
efficient delimbing. However, the dimensions of the 
cradle may be changed in different ways. For two 
cradles with the same inner volume. but with differ- 
ent lengths. the longer one should be the more effi- 
cient, owing to its larger inner surface area and to the 
opportunity of having a larger area of active delimb- 
ing. 
The experimental rig in this nork was constructed properties of branches. Knowledge about the shear- 
in such a way that delinibing devices could be mount- ing. bending and shock resistance properties of 
ed only in one of the long-sides. It \+auld be of branches of different tree species. and how these pro- 
interest to discover the effect of having additional perties are influenced by water content and tempera- 
delimbing devices in the bottom and the long-side ture. would much facilitate analyses and evaluations 
opposite the conveyor. of delimbing. This should be regarded as a high- 
One area that is very poorl!. known. concerns the priority task for wood technology research. 
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